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Collective Designation by Product
In this document, the following collective designations are used to refer to HULFT products:
Designation in This Document

Product Name

HULFT8
HULFT8 for zOS
HULFT8 for Mainframe

HULFT8 for MSP
HULFT8 for XSP
HULFT8 for UNIX-Enterprise

HULFT8 for UNIX
HULFT8 for UNIX/Linux

HULFT8 for UNIX-Standard
HULFT8 for Linux-Enterprise

HULFT8 for Linux

HULFT8 for Linux-Standard
HULFT8 for zLinux-Enterprise

HULFT8 for zLinux

HULFT8 for zLinux-Standard
HULFT8 for NSK-X

HULFT8 for NSK

HULFT8 for NSK-NB
HULFT8 for NSK-NS
HULFT8 for Windows-Server

HULFT8 for Windows

HULFT8 for Windows-Client

HULFT8 for IBMi

HULFT8 for IBMi

HULFT8 Manager
HULFT8 Manager

HULFT8 Manager

HULFT8 Script
HULFT8 Script Option for UNIX
HULFT8 Script Option for Linux

HULFT8 Script

HULFT8 Script Option for zLinux
HULFT8 Script Option for Windows
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Designation in This Document

Product Name

HULFT8 Cipher Options
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S)
for UNIX/Linux
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S)

HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for Linux
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for zLinux

HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S)
for Windows

HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for Windows

HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S)
for IBMi

HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for IBMi

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES)
for Mainframe

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES)

HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for UNIX

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES)
for UNIX/Linux

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for zOS
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for MSP
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for XSP
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for UNIX
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for Linux
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for zLinux

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES)
for Windows

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for Windows

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES)
for IBMi

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for IBMi
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for zOS

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for Mainframe

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for MSP
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for XSP
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for UNIX
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for Linux
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for zLinux

HULFT8 Cipher Options for UNIX/Linux

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for UNIX
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for Linux
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for zLinux
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for Windows

HULFT8 Cipher Options for Windows

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for Windows
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for IBMi

HULFT8 Cipher Options for IBMi

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for IBMi
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Designation in This Document

Product Name

HULFT7
HULFT7 for zOS
HULFT7 for Mainframe

HULFT7 for MSP
HULFT7 for XSP
HULFT7 for UNIX-EX
HULFT7 for UNIX-ENT

HULFT7 for UNIX

HULFT7 for UNIX-M
HULFT7 for UNIX-L

HULFT7 for UNIX/Linux

HULFT7 for Linux-EX
HULFT7 for Linux

HULFT7 for Linux-ENT
HULFT7 for Linux-M
HULFT7 for zLinux-EX

HULFT7 for zLinux

HULFT7 for zLinux-ENT
HULFT7 for zLinux-M
HULFT7 for Windows-EX
HULFT7 for Windows-ENT

HULFT7 for Windows

HULFT7 for Windows-M
HULFT7 for Windows-L

HULFT7 for i5OS

HULFT7 for i5OS
HULFT7 for NSKJ-M

HULFT7 for NSK

HULFT7 for NSKH-M
HULFT7 for NSKS-M

HULFT7e
HULFT7e for UNIX/Linux

HULFT7e for UNIX-M

HULFT7e for UNIX

HULFT7e for UNIX-L

HULFT7e for Linux

HULFT7e for Linux-M

HULFT7e for Windows

HULFT7e for Windows-L

HULFT7e for i5OS

HULFT7e for i5OS

HULFT7 Cipher Options
HULFT7 Cipher Option(C4S) for zOS
HULFT7 Cipher Option(C4S) for UNIX
HULFT7 Cipher Option(C4S) for Linux

HULFT7 Cipher Option(C4S)

HULFT7 Cipher Option(C4S) for zLinux
HULFT7 Cipher Option(C4S) for Windows
HULFT7 Cipher Option(C4S) for i5OS
HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for zOS
HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for MSP
HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for XSP
HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for UNIX

HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES)

HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for Linux
HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for zLinux
HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for Windows
HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for i5OS

HULFT7 Manager
HULFT7 Manager

HULFT7 Manager

HULFT7e Manager
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Designation in This Document

Product Name

HULFT Ver.6 Japanese edition
HULFT for Mainframe Type MSP-S Ver.6
HULFT for Mainframe Type MSP Ver.6
HULFT for Mainframe Type OS390-S Ver.6
HULFT for Mainframe Type OS390 Ver.6

HULFT for Mainframe Ver.6 Japanese edition

HULFT for Mainframe Type VOS-S Ver.6
HULFT for Mainframe Type VOS Ver.6
HULFT for Mainframe Type XSP-S Ver.6
HULFT for Mainframe Type XSP Ver.6
HULFT for UNIX Type U1-CL Ver.6
HULFT for UNIX Type U1-SD Ver.6
HULFT for UNIX Type U1-S Ver.6

HULFT for UNIX Ver.6
Japanese edition

HULFT for UNIX Type U1 Ver.6
HULFT for UNIX Type U2-F Ver.6
HULFT for UNIX Type U2-S Ver.6
HULFT for UNIX Type U2 Ver.6

HULFT for UNIX/Linux Ver.6
Japanese edition

HULFT for Linux Type LZ-CL Ver.6
HULFT for Linux Type LZ Ver.6
HULFT for Linux Type LI-CL Ver.6

HULFT for Linux Ver.6
Japanese edition

HULFT for Linux Type LI Ver.6
HULFT for Linux Type L-CL Ver.6
HULFT for Linux Type L-D Ver.6
HULFT for Linux Type L Ver.6
HULFT for Windows Type WIN-CLD Ver.6
HULFT for Windows Type WIN-CL Ver.6
HULFT for Windows Type WIN-ENTD Ver.6

HULFT for Windows Ver.6 Japanese edition

HULFT for Windows Type WIN-ENT Ver.6
HULFT for Windows Type WIN1 Ver.6
HULFT for Windows Type WIN2 Ver.6
HULFT for Windows Type WIN3 Ver.6
HULFT for OS400 Type OS400-S Ver.6

HULFT for OS400 Ver.6 Japanese edition

HULFT for OS400 Type OS400 Ver.6

HULFT Ver.6 English edition
HULFT for Mainframe Ver.6 English edition

HULFT for Mainframe Type OS390-E Ver.6
HULFT for UNIX Type U1-E Ver.6

HULFT for UNIX Ver.6 English edition

HULFT for UNIX Type U2-E Ver.6

HULFT for Linux Ver.6 English edition

HULFT for Linux Type L-E Ver.6

HULFT for Windows Ver.6 English edition

HULFT for Windows Type WIN2-E Ver.6

HULFT for OS400 Ver.6 English edition

HULFT for OS400 Type OS400-E Ver.6

HULFT Ver.6 Cipher Option
HULFT Cipher Option for Mainframe Type OS390 Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for UNIX Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for Linux Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for Windows Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for OS400 Ver.6

HULFT Ver.6 Cipher Option

HULFT Cipher Option for Mainframe Type OS390 Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for UNIX Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for Linux Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for Windows Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for OS400 Ver.6
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Definitions of Product Designation
When the content is applicable to all versions of a specific host type, a collective designation that omits the version is
used.
Additionally, when the content is applicable to both the Japanese edition and the English edition, a collective
designation that omits the language is used.
Meanwhile, to refer collectively to HULFT7 and HULFT7e, the designation 'HULFT Ver.7' is used.
Example 1:
The collective designation 'HULFT for zOS' is used when the content is applicable to the following products:
l HULFT8 for zOS
l HULFT7 for zOS
l HULFT for Mainframe Type OS390 Ver.6
l HULFT for Mainframe Type OS390-S Ver.6
l HULFT for Mainframe Type OS390-E Ver.6
Example 2:
The collective designation 'HULFT for Windows Ver.7' is used when the content is applicable to the following
products:
l HULFT7 for Windows
l HULFT7e for Windows
Example 3:
The collective designation 'HULFT for IBMi' is used when the content is applicable to the following products:
l HULFT8 for IBMi
l HULFT7 for i5OS
l HULFT7e for i5OS
l HULFT for OS400 Type OS400 Ver.6
l HULFT for OS400 Type OS400-S Ver.6
l HULFT for OS400 Type OS400-E Ver.6
Example 4:
The collective designation 'HULFT for NSK' is used when the content is applicable to the following products:
l HULFT8 for NSK
l HULFT7 for NSK
l HULFT for Himalaya Ver.5

Definitions of product designation by product grade
In this document, the following products are collectively referred to as 'HULFT8 Enterprise grade':
HULFT8 for UNIX-Enterprise
HULFT8 for Linux-Enterprise
HULFT8 for zLinux-Enterprise
In this document, the following products are collectively referred to as 'HULFT8 Standard grade':
HULFT8 for UNIX-Standard
HULFT8 for Linux-Standard
HULFT8 for zLinux-Standard
In this document, the following product is referred to as 'HULFT8 Server grade':
HULFT8 for Windows-Server
In this document, the following product is referred to as 'HULFT8 Client grade':
HULFT8 for Windows-Client
In this document, the following products are collectively referred to as HULFT7 'Grade EX':
HULFT7 for UNIX-EX
HULFT7 for Linux-EX
HULFT7 for zLinux-EX
HULFT7 for Windows-EX
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Definitions of product designation lower than HULFT8
The operation and available functions of HULFT for UNIX and those of the following products are the same.
In environments where the following products are used, replace the term 'HULFT for UNIX' where it appears in the
manual with the product names below.
HULFT for Linux
HULFT for zLinux
HULFT for NSK
Definitions of platform designation
In this document, the HP NonStop operating systems that are exclusively developed for the HP Integrity NonStop
servers are collectively referred to as "NonStop."
In this document, operating environments for the following products are collectively referred to as 'midrange
computers':
HULFT for IBMi
HULFT for K
In this document, the operating environments for the following products are collectively referred to as 'Mainframe':
HULFT for zOS
HULFT for MSP
HULFT for XSP
HULFT for Mainframe Type VOS
Some parts of this document use the following designations to categorize the hosts on which HULFT operates based
on the platforms on which HULFT operates:
Collective
Designation
Type MF-IBMi Hosts

Type Win-UX Hosts

Product Name

Platform

HULFT for Mainframe

z/OS, MSP, XSP, VOS3, ACOS

HULFT for IBMi

IBM i

HULFT for K

K

HULFT for UNIX/Linux

UNIX, Linux, zLinux

HULFT for NSK

NonStop

HULFT for Windows

Windows

In this document, the following code sets that are categorized as ASCII are collectively referred to as 'Type-ASCII Code
Set':
Code Set
Shift-JIS, EUC-JP, UTF-8, GB18030

Description
Code sets that are used in single byte code conversion
and double byte code conversion

In this document, the following code sets that are categorized as EBCDIC are collectively referred to as 'Type-EBCDIC
Code Set':
Code Set

Description

Katakana, Lower Case, ASPEN, ASCII, Japan
(Latin) for IBM, Japan (Latin) Extended for
IBM, NEC Katakana, Japan (Katakana)
Code sets that are used in single byte code conversion
Extended for IBM, Simplified Chinese
Extended
JEF, IBM Kanji, NEC Kanji, KEIS, IBM
Simplified Chinese

Code sets that are used in double byte code conversion
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Note
l
l

HULFT8 does not support transfer of files via SAN (Storage Area Network).
The following products do not support transfer using ciphers:
o HULFT8 for zOS (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for UNIX-Enterprise (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for UNIX-Standard (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for Linux-Enterprise (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for Linux-Standard (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for zLinux-Enterprise (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for zLinux-Standard (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for Windows-Server (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for Windows-Client (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for IBMi (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 Manager (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 Script Option for UNIX (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 Script Option for Linux (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 Script Option for zLinux (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 Script Option for Windows (No Encryption)

Manuals for this product
This product contains the following manuals and help documents.
Read as appropriate for your objectives.
Manuals to be read prior to installation of HULFT
Features Guide
This manual gives an overview of HULFT system, an overview of each function of which HULFT consists,
operational examples, and product line.
The explanation is for the first-time users of HULFT as well as those who are in charge of the introduction of
HULFT.
Manuals to be read during installation
New Features and Compatibility Guide
This manual explains added or improved features of the newest version, and compatibility and functional
restrictions between the newest version and old versions.
The guide contains an explanation on the functions that are permitted but no longer recommended (namely,
deprecated functions).
This manual is intended for users who perform version upgrade, and for those who are involved in migration
of HULFT system.
Installation Manual
This manual explains all the procedures from product installation, to uninstallation, to communication testing
of HULFT.
This manual is intended for first-time users of HULFT and for those who carry out the Update Installation.
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Manuals to be read during system configuration
Administration Manual
This manual explains configuration of systems that use HULFT, and information required for operation
management.
This manual is intended for users who are involved in designing or establishing systems that use HULFT, and
for those who are in charge of operation management of HULFT system.
Operation Manual
This manual explains management information settings required for startup and operation of HULFT,
operation of HULFT Management screen and commands, and use of utilities.
This manual is intended for users who are involved in designing and establishing the Send system or the
Receive system, and for those who engage in daily operation of HULFT system.
Code Conversion Manual
This manual explains Japanese and Chinese character code conversion, numeric conversion, and points to be
noted on conversion.
This manual is intended for users who are involved in designing and establishing the Send system or the
Receive system, and for those who are in charge of operation management of HULFT system.
Manuals to be read while using specific functions
Clustering Manual
This manual explains the environment settings that must be configured in order to operate HULFT Clustering
function.
Refer to this manual when using HULFT Clustering function.
Scheduler Manual
This manual gives an overview of HULFT Scheduler function, explains the System Environment Settings and
shows an example of using HULFT Scheduler.
Refer to this manual when using HULFT Scheduler function.
Manuals and help documents to be read during operation
Error Codes and Messages
This manual explains the content of each error code and termination status, and message logs that are output
by HULFT.
Operation Manual
This manual explains the management information settings that are required for startup and operation of
HULFT, operation of HULFT Management screen and commands, and use of utilities.
Online HELP
HULFT for Windows has an online help document.
This document explains how to start up and end HULFT, and explains system management information, HULFT
Management screen, HULFT operation commands, utilities, console messages, and error codes.
Manuals and help documents of related products
When using the related product below, refer to the following manual or help document:
HULFT Manager
HULFT Manager Installation Manual
HULFT Manager Online HELP
Manuals and help documents of option products
When using any of the option products below, refer to their respective manuals or help documents:
HULFT8 Cipher Options
Cipher Option Manual
HULFT Script
HULFT Script Manual
HULFT Script HELP
HULFT Script System Monitoring Guide
HULFT Script Cluster Configuration Guide
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Structure and usage of this document
Target audience and required knowledge
This document is intended for the following audiences:
l Personnel who design or establish systems as well as applications
l Personnel who are involved in daily system operation
This document assumes that the audience has the knowledge of operation and management on UNIX system or Linux
system.
Structure of this document
This document provides descriptions, procedures, and message logs of each error code and termination status that is
output by HULFT, HULFT optional products, or other related products.
This document comprises the following sections:
Chapter 1 Error codes of log information
This section explains the error codes of log information.
Chapter 2 Termination status
This section explains termination statuses of daemons and commands.
Chapter 3 Logs
This section explains the log that is output by HULFT.
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Symbols and Notations
Notation of product version information
Product version information for this product is expressed using the following format:
Example:

1) Version (1, 2, 3, ......)
The number increases when changes are made to the concept of the product, substantial improvements to
functions are made, and new functions are added. This is referred to as 'Version Upgrade.'
2) Level (0, 1, 2, 3, ......)
The number increases when improvements to functions are made and new functions are added. This is
referred to as 'Level Upgrade.'
3) Revision (0, 1, 2, 3, ......)
The number increases when small-scale improvements are made that do not involve any changes to the
specifications. This is referred to as 'Revision Upgrade.'
4) Minor Revision (No letter, A, B, C, ......)
A letter is added when urgent improvements are made for the first time, and the letter changes in ascending
alphabetical order when subsequent improvements are made. This is referred to as 'Minor Revision
Upgrade.' In this document, explanation of 'Minor Revision Upgrade' is included in the explanation of
'Revision Upgrade.'
Conventions of notation
Command or control card explanation
[ ]:
{ }:
....:

|:
Italics:

Brackets indicate that the enclosed items are optional.
Braces indicate that the enclosed are multiple options, from which one option must be
selected.
Repeat symbol indicates options, which should be repeated if necessary. The symbol may
follow single word or a group of options enclosed within either brackets or braces. The
part enclosed within either brackets or braces in a format is regarded as one unit. Repeat
the whole part in between the symbols on a unit basis.
Vertical bar is used to set off options.
Italics indicate a variable (a value that varies depending on the target or state).
Example: yyyymmdd

Type in comma (,) and equal sign (=) in the exact location as they are represented.
Commands or system management information settings
Uppercase characters:
Lowercase characters:
Alphabets:
Alphanumeric characters:

Uppercase characters indicate that uppercase alphabets (A-Z) can be used.
Lowercase characters indicate that lowercase alphabets (a-z) can be used.
Alphabets indicate that both uppercase (A-Z) and lowercase (a-z)
alphabets can be used.
For HULFT for UNIX/Linux, HULFT for NSK, HULFT for Windows, or HULFT
Manager
Alphanumeric characters indicate uppercase and lowercase alphabets
(A-Z, a-z) as well as numeral (0-9) can be used.
For HULFT for IBMi or HULFT for Mainframe
Alphanumeric characters indicate uppercase alphabets (A-Z) as well as
numeral (0-9) can be used.
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Chapter 1 Error codes of log information
1.1 Overview of error codes in log information

1.1 Overview of error codes in log information
Log information error codes consist of two codes—the status code and the detail code. These can be viewed on each screen of
the HULFT Management Console, or by using the Send and Receive Log List Display command (utllist) or the Observe Log List
command (utlobslist).
An error code consists of four digits. Refer to the last three digits of each code.
0000-0000 (Status Code-Detail Code)
The status code and the detail code are classified according to the type of processing during which the error occurred.
For status codes, refer to 1.2 Status codes.
For detail codes, refer to 1.3 Detail codes.
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Chapter 1 Error codes of log information
1.2 Status codes

1.2 Status codes
Status codes are classified as shown below.
= Remarks =
When a process is successfully completed, the status code is set to '0.'
Status Code

Contents

Section to be Consulted

180–193

Status code of CSV conversion process

1.2.1 Status codes of the CSV conversion process

200–212
214–215
218–226
616

Status code of Receive process

1.2.2 Status codes of the Receive process

230–235

Status code of Observe process

1.2.3 Status codes of the Observe process

250–258
260–262
266
615

Status code of Send process

1.2.4 Status codes of the Send process

270–276
280–290

Status code of Receive process (XML related)

1.2.5 Status codes of the Receive process (XML related)

300–336
338–341
350
512–517
525–526
530–531
535–536
538–544
590–592
603–604

Status code related to system
(each common process)

1.2.6 Status codes related to the system

216–217
263–265
900–950

Status code related to SAN

1.2.7 Status codes related to SAN
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Chapter 1 Error codes of log information
1.2 Status codes

1.2.1
180

Status codes of the CSV conversion process
A format file open error

Description:
Measure:

181

A format file read error

Description:
Measure:

182

Unable to open the CSV Environment Settings file (hulcsv.info).
There may be an error in the CSV Environment Settings file (hulcsv.info). Check the CSV Environment
Settings file (hulcsv.info).

A memory allocate error

Description:
Measure:
188

The file cannot be created after CSV conversion.
An error may have occurred while converting data into CSV format.
Check the environment such as errors in the socket stream, operating system, and the like. Then retry the
transfer.

A CSV info file open error

Description:
Measure:

187

The file cannot be created after CSV conversion.
The permission to write in the specified directory may not be granted.
Check the environment, then retry the transfer.

A CSV file write error

Description:
Measure:

186

The Receive file required for the CSV conversion cannot be read.
An error may have occurred while receiving data.
Check the environment such as errors in the socket stream, operating system, and the like. Then retry the
transfer.

A CSV file create error

Description:
Measure:

185

The Receive file required for the CSV conversion cannot be opened.
An error may have occurred while receiving data.
Check the environment such as errors in the socket stream, operating system, and the like. Then retry the
transfer.

A Receive file read error

Description:
Measure:

184

Unable to read the Format Information file.
Check the environment such as the permission of the file, errors in the socket stream, operating system, and
the like. Then retry the transfer.

A Receive file open error

Description:
Measure:

183

Unable to open the Format Information file.
Check the environment such as the presence of the file, errors in the socket stream, operating system, and
the like. Then retry the transfer.

Memory insufficient for the CSV conversion.
Terminate other unnecessary applications, then retry the transfer.

A CSV exec parameter error

Description:
Measure:

There is an error in the startup parameter of the CSV Format Conversion process.
The version of the CSV Format Conversion process does not match the version of HULFT on the receiving
host. Check the environment.
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Chapter 1 Error codes of log information
1.2 Status codes

189

A get file size error

Description:
Measure:

190

A data type error

Description:
Measure:
191

There is a data length that is not supported by the CSV format conversion.
Check Field Type and Byte Count in the Format Information, and then transfer again.

A format information error

Description:
Measure:

193

There is a field type that is not supported by the CSV format conversion.
Check Field Type in the Format Information, then retry the transfer.

A data length error

Description:
Measure:
192

Filed to acquire the file size.
An error may have occurred while converting data into CSV format.
Check the environment such as errors in the socket stream, operating system, and the like. Then retry the
transfer.

An error occurred while converting data into CSV format.
An error may have occurred while receiving data or in the Receive file. Check the environment, then retry
the transfer.

A networked CSV file lock error

Description:
Measure:

Failed to lock or unlock the networked file lock of CSV file.
An error may have occurred while converting data into CSV format.
Check the environment such as errors in the socket stream, operating system, and the like. Then retry the
transfer.
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Chapter 1 Error codes of log information
1.2 Status codes

1.2.2
200

Status codes of the Receive process
Insufficient disk space

Description:
Measure:

201

Undefined data type

Description:
Measure:
202

Receiving of the CSV format failed.
HULFT or the operating system environment is in unstable condition. Restart the system.

A generation control error

Description:
Measure:

208

A file with the same name already exists.
When a file with the same name already exists, 'New Creation Mode (N)' cannot be specified for
Registration Mode (TRANSMODE). Specify 'Replace Mode (R)' or 'Append Mode (M).'

A db communication error

Description:
Measure:
207

Failed to acquire the management information.
Check whether the Receive Management Information is correct.

File already exists.

Description:
Measure:

206

The data length of the received data does not match the data length in the file information.
An error may have occurred while receiving data. Retry the transfer.

Undefined file information

Description:
Measure:
205

Fields in the message are not sufficient.
An error may have occurred while receiving data. Retry the transfer.

An error in data length in file info

Description:
Measure:
204

Undefined receiving message type.
An error may have occurred while receiving data. Retry the transfer.

An error of fields in the message

Description:
Measure:
203

Insufficient disk space for creating the receive data or work data.
Delete any unnecessary files on the disk, ensure that there is sufficient disk space, and then retry the
attempt.

Unable to perform the processing of generational management for the Receive file.
The number of generations may have exceeded the maximum. The extension of the generation file should
be in the range from 0001 up to the maximum value specified in No. of Generations.
Sort out Receive files and check the Generational Management Information file (File ID.info).

A data convert error

Description:
Measure:

The code conversion or attribute conversion failed.
Check Code Set for Transfer (KCODETYPE) and Standard for Japanese (JISYEAR) in the System Environment
Settings and in the Host Information.
In the case of the Format Transfer, also check Field Type in the Format Information.
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209

A client error

Description:
Measure:

210

A length over error

Description:
Measure:

211

The contents of the received data are inconsistent with the definition in the Format Information.
The Receive file cannot be handled with the specified format ID. Check and correct the settings in the record
of the Format ID that is specified on the sending host, or compare the contents of the Send file with the
settings in Format ID, then correct the settings as needed. Then, retry the transfer.

Option product is not installed.

Description:
Measure:

220

The size of the Receive file has exceeded the maximum.
Increase the value for the Receive File Max.Size or split the Send file, then retry the transfer.

A format mismatch

Description:
Measure:

219

An error occurred while interfacing with Exchanger.
Refer to Exchanger / Option Manual.

Maximum file size exceeded.

Description:
Measure:
218

Decoding of the encryption failed.
An error may have occurred while receiving data. Check the environment such as errors in the socket
stream, operating system, and the like. Then retry the transfer.

A exchanger error

Description:
Measure:
215

There is an error in the registration of the Receive Management Information.
Check whether there is no error in the combination of Error Handling (ABNORMAL), Generational
Management (GENCTL), and Receive Mode (RCVTYPE) in the Receive Management Information.

A cipher error

Description:
Measure:

214

Data length per record has exceeded the maximum.
In the case of Test Transfer, the maximum length per record (up to the line feed) is 32768 bytes.
The file that exceeds this size cannot be received.

A parameter error

Description:
Measure:

212

A error may have occurred on the sending host or the proxy server.
Check the logs on the sending host. When you have been using a proxy server, check the logs of the proxy
server. After checking the logs, take appropriate measures and retry the transfer. When this error occurred,
the code assigned to the Detail Code is the Status Code of the sending host or the proxy server.

Required option products have not been installed.
The specified function cannot be executed because the option products have not been installed.
Check the Send Management Information, the Receive Management Information, and environment, then
retry the transfer.

Invalid transfer group

Description:
Measure:

The host name has not been registered in the transfer group ID that has been specified in the Receive
Management Information.
Register the host name to the transfer group ID that has been specified in the Receive Management
Information.
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221

Transfer group information unregistered.

Description:
Measure:

222

Function not supported in this version.

Description:
Measure:

223

Measure:

Measure:

The Receive file does not exist. The Receive file has been deleted during receiving.
Identify the cause of the deletion, then retry the transfer.

A data inflation error

Description:
Measure:

616

Reading or writing of the communication socket failed. However, the Successful Job on the receiving side
has ended successfully.
Status of the sending side could not be verified. Network condition may be unstable.
Check the environment.

Receive file does not exist.

Description:
Measure:
226

An error may have occurred in the sending host.
However, the Successful job on the receiving side has ended successfully.
View the Send Log record and take appropriate measures, then retry the attempt.
When this error occurred, the code assigned to the Detail Code is the Status Code of the sending side.

A socket error, but job success

Description:

225

Unsupported function.
An unsupported string has been specified for Interface DBID in the Send Management Information.
The string that can be specified for Interface DBID is 'CSV.'

A client error, but job success

Description:

224

The Transfer Group Information is not registered.
Transfer Group ID is not specified, and Transfer Group Check is set to '2.'
When you want to disable Transfer Group Check, set '0' or '1' to Transfer Group Check.
When you want to enable Transfer Group Check, specify Transfer Group ID.

Failed to uncompress the data.
An error such as an operating system error occurred. Check the environment.
When encryption is used, Cipher Key in the Send Management Information do not match Cipher Key in the
Receive Management Information. Set the correct value for Cipher Key in both the Send Management
Information and the Receive Management Information.

refused instant transfer

Description:
Measure:

The instant transfer request from the sending host was denied during the receive processing.
HOSTNAME=%s
Check whether the request from the sending host is correct. If correct, take any of the following measures:
l If the sending host is not registered in the Host Information, register its information.
l If the sending host is registered in the Host Information, change the allowance/denial settings for
the host in the Host Information.
l Specify a root directory path under which files can be received as the Instant Transfer Receive Root
Directory field in the System Environment Settings.
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1.2.3
230

Status codes of the Observe process
A data type error

Description:
Measure:
231

A service name error

Description:
Measure:

232

An error occurred during the Resend Request.
Check the Detail Code to which the termination status of the command has been assigned.

A send request prejob error

Description:
Measure:
235

An error occurred during the Send Request.
Check the Detail Code to which the termination status of the command has been assigned.

A resend request error

Description:
Measure:
234

Service Name is undefined.
The service name which becomes the search key is undefined in the Observe Definition file (service.db).
Check the Observe Definition file.

A send request error

Description:
Measure:
233

Message type is undefined.
Connected from an application that is not supported by the Observe process.

A Pre-send Job error occurred during the Send Request.
Check the Detail code to which the end status of the Pre-send Job has been assigned.

File trigger process already exits.

Description:
Measure:

The File Trigger process has already ended.
Restart the Observe daemon.
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1.2.4
250

Status codes of the Send process
A server error

Description:
Measure:

251

Maximum data length per record exceeded.

Description:
Measure:

252

Measure:

Not compatible with the version of HULFT on the receiving side.
Unable to perform code conversion, because the version of the receiving HULFT is different.
Check the Send Management Information of the destination of the code conversion.

A file clear or delete error

Description:
Measure:
257

Compression of the data failed.
Check the environment for an operating system failure, and so on, then retry the transfer.

A version error

Description:
Measure:

256

The code conversion or attribute conversion failed.
Check Code Set for Transfer and Standard for Japanese of the System Environment Settings and the Host
Information.
In a Format Transfer, also check Field Type in the Format Information.

A data compress error

Description:
Measure:
255

The File Size or the Record Count is inconsistent between the sending host and the receiving host. In the
Format Transfer, the Multi Format Transfer or the Text Transfer, the Record Count is inconsistent between
the hosts. In the Binary Transfer, the File Size is inconsistent between the hosts.
This error may occur when you carry out following operation and the like:
l Edit the Send file during sending
l Move the Receive file during receiving on the receiving host
l Delete the Receive file during receiving on the receiving host
Check the contents of the data. If there is an error in the contents of the data, correct the error, and retry the
transfer.
If the Send file is stored on a network, make sure that the attribute caching of the mounted path has been
disabled.

A data convert error

Description:
Measure:

254

Data length per record has exceeded the maximum.
In the case of the Test Transfer, the maximum length per record (up to a line feed) is 32768 bytes.
Check the Send file.

A mismatch in file size or record count

Description:

253

An error may have occurred on the receiving host or the proxy server.
Check the logs on the receiving host. When you have been using a proxy server, check the logs of the proxy
server. After checking the logs, take appropriate measures and retry the transfer. When this error occurred,
the code assigned to the Detail Code is the Status Code of the receiving host or the proxy server.

Clearing or deletion of the Send file failed.
Check the presence, permission, and lock state of the file.

A cipher error

Description:
Measure:

Encoding of the encryption failed.
An error may have occurred while receiving data.
Check the environment such as errors in the socket stream, operating system, and the like. Then retry the
transfer.
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258

A proxy connect error

Description:
Measure:

260

A format mismatch

Description:
Measure:

261

A version error occurred.
Unable to transfer because the version of the receiving HULFT is old.
Check the settings in the Send Management Information.
The version mismatch has occurred during the connection to the product at the connection destination.
Check the supported version.

Undefined data type

Description:
Measure:

615

The Send system has become unstable.
A process in the Send system has been forced to end.
Check whether each process of the Send system has been operating properly and then retry the transfer

A version error

Description:
Measure:

266

The Send file does not match the contents registered in the Format Information.
The Send file cannot be handled by the specified Format ID.
Correct the settings in the record of Format ID in the Format Information, or compare the contents of the
Send file with the settings in the Format ID, then correct the settings as needed. Retry the transfer.

A parent error

Description:
Measure:

262

Failed to connect HULFT-HUB or HULFT-WebConnect.
HULFT-HUB or HULFT-WebConnect has notified the error. The error code of HULFT-HUB or HULFTWebConnect has been set in Detail Code. Refer to the description of the error on HULFT-HUB or HULFTWebConnect.

Undefined receiving message type.
An error may have occurred while receiving data.
Retry the transfer.

version error(instant transfer)

Description:
Measure:

The version running on the remote host does not support instant transfer.
Perform either of the following:
1. Check whether the version running on the remote host supports instant transfer.
2. The file transfer fails if File ID is set to "_INSTANT_TRANSFER_". Use a different ID if that is the case.
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1.2.5
270

Status codes of the Receive process (XML related)
An input parameter error

Description:
Measure:
271

A format information error

Description:
Measure:

272

Reading of the Receive file failed.
Check the status such as permission of the Receive file, then retry the attempt.

A receive file data length error

Description:
Measure 1:
Measure 2:
282

The specified format field is not found in the XML Environment Settings file.
The value of the specified format field is incorrect. Check the contents of the XML Environment Settings file.

A receive file read error

Description:
Measure:
281

A conversion error occurred in the date field.
Invalid data is included in the date field. Check the contents of the XML Environment Settings file.

A XML data error

Description:
Measure:
280

A memory shortage occurred in the XML conversion.
Stop all unnecessary programs, then retry receiving.

A XML date convert error

Description:
Measure:
276

The specified Format Information is not found in the XML Environment Settings file.
The value of the specified Format Information is invalid. Check the contents of the XML Environment
Settings file.

A memory error

Description:
Measure:
275

The registered Format Information on the sending host does not match the content of the received data.
Check the Format Information on the sending host and the consistency of the sending data.

No format info in XML Env Settings file

Description:
Measure:

274

The registered Format Information on the sending host do not match the contents of the received data, or
there is a data type that is not supported in conversion into the XML format.
Check the Format Information on the sending host and the consistency of the sending data.
When type 'I' is included in the Format Information, conversion into the XML format cannot be performed.

A format ID relation error

Description:
Measure:
273

The startup parameter is incorrect.
The XML conversion cannot start independently.

Acquisition of the Receive file size failed.
Check whether the Receive file exists. If the file does not exist, retry receiving.
Check whether the Receive file is being used in other processing.

A receive file empty error

Description:
Measure:

The receive data is 0 byte.
When there is no receiving data, conversion into XML is not performed.
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283

A XML file open error

Description:
Measure:
284

A XML file write error

Description:
Measure 1:
Measure 2:

285

Failed to open the schema file.
Check whether the file with the same name is being used in the other processing.

A XML schema file read error

Description:
Measure:
290

A error in the settings in the XML Environment Settings file.
Check the settings of the XML Environment Settings file again.

A XML schema file open error

Description:
Measure:
289

Reading of the XML Environment Settings file failed.
Check whether the XML Environment Settings file exists, and whether there is an error in the settings.

A XML environment file data error

Description:
Measure:
288

Failed to open the XML Environment Settings file.
Check whether the file with the same name is being used in the other processing.

A XML environment file read error

Description:
Measure:
287

Output to the XML file failed.
Check the disk space.
Check whether the character field type (X, M, N) area contains NULL data. NULL data cannot be output to
the XML file.

A XML environment file open error

Description:
Measure:
286

Opening of the XML file failed.
Check whether the file with the same name is being used in the other processing.

Reading of the schema file failed.
Check whether the schema file exists, and whether there is an error in the settings.

A networked XML file lock error

Description:
Measure:

Failed to lock or release the XML file with locking networked file feature.
An error may have occurred while converting data into the XML format.
Check the environment such as errors in the socket stream, operating system, and the like. Then retry the
transfer.
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1.2.6
300

Status codes related to the system
Insufficient memory

Description:
Measure:
301

Unable to open file

Description:
Measure:

302

Deletion of the file (work file and the like) failed.
An access error to the file occurred.
Check the presence, permission, and lock state of the file.

Disk full

Description:
Measure:

308

Failure in linking to the file.
An access error to the file occurred.
Check the presence, permission, and lock state of the file.

A remove file error

Description:
Measure:

307

File seek error.
An access error to the file occurred.
Check the presence, permission, and lock state of the file.

A link file error

Description:
Measure:

306

Unable to write in the file.
Errors in the socket stream, operating system failure, and the like may have occurred.
Check the environment.

A file seek error

Description:
Measure:

305

Unable to read the file.
Errors in the socket stream and specified file name, operating system failure, and the like may have
occurred.
Check the environment.

A file write error

Description:
Measure:

304

Cannot open the file.
The directory may not exist, the work file generation path may not exist, or permission may not be granted.
Check the environment.

A file read error

Description:
Measure:

303

Memory insufficient for the application.
Terminate other unnecessary applications, then retry the attempt.

The disk has become out of free space or the memory has become insufficient while writing data to the disk.
Delete unnecessary files on the disk where you intend to create data. Make sure that there is enough free
space, and retry the attempt.

A disk access error

Description:
Measure:

Failure in input and output of the disk or file.
Check the contents, path, and permission of the file, then retry the attempt.
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309

A process error

Description:
Measure:

310

A socket error

Description:
Measure:
311

A segmentation violation occurred in the process.
HULFT is in unstable condition. Restart HULFT.

Quit

Description:
Measure:

318

For some reasons, a bus error occurred in the process.
HULFT is in unstable condition. Restart HULFT.

Segmentation fault

Description:
Measure:
317

HULFT was forcibly terminated.
HULFT or the operating system environment is in unstable condition. Restart the system.

A bus error

Description:
Measure:
316

For some reasons, the process stopped responding.
HULFT or the operating system environment is in unstable condition. Restart the system.

Killed

Description:
Measure:
315

The process is interrupted by the user or by the system.
HULFT is interrupted by other processes, or HULFT is in unstable condition.
Restart HULFT.

Hang up

Description:
Measure:
314

An error occurred when setting the signal.
HULFT is in unstable condition.
Stop and restart all services.

Interrupt

Description:
Measure:

313

An error occurred in operations related to the socket such as socket generation and connect.
Check the network environment. Check the specified host name and port number for an error.

A signal set error

Description:
Measure:

312

An error occurred in operations related to processes such as generation of a process and inter-process
communication.
The operating system environment is in unstable condition. Restarting the HULFT system is required.
Check whether there are any invalid operations in other processes.

The process was ended by the user or the system.
HULFT is interrupted by other processes, or HULFT is in unstable condition.
Restart HULFT.

Broken pipe

Description:
Measure:

An error occurred in the socket or in the pipe.
A problem may have occurred on the remote host or in the communication path.
In the case of command execution by the Observe system, the error might be caused by an unsuccessful
end or a startup failure of the utility.
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319

A duplication error

Description:
Measure:

320

Illegal time address

Description:
Measure:

321

User ID of the process could not be changed.
The service of HULFT could not change the information of the target file. HULFT service should have the
root permission.

Unable to set group id

Description:
Measure:

328

The permission of the file could not be changed.
The service of HULFT could not change the information of the target file. HULFT service should have the
root permission. When HULFT does not have the root permission, the file can be changed by a HULFT
owner who possesses the required startup permissions.

Unable to set user id

Description:
Measure:

327

The owner or group file could not be modified.
The service of HULFT could not change the information of the target file.
HULFT service should have the root permission.

Unable to change mode

Description:
Measure:

326

The group name of the Receive Management Information has not been registered in the group file.
Register a group name or retry the attempt using the group name that is currently registered.

Unable to change owner

Description:
Measure:

325

The owner name of the Receive Management Information has not been registered in the password file.
Register an owner name or retry the attempt using the owner name that is currently registered.

No group name

Description:
Measure:
324

An error may have occurred in a child process.
The Detail Code indicates the Status Code of the child process.
With this code, find descriptions of the Status Code of the command or the utility that has been started.

No password name

Description:
Measure:
323

Acquisition of the system time failed.
An error occurred in the HULFT system.
Restart HULFT.

A child process error

Description:
Measure:

322

Failure due to the duplicate file descriptor.
An error occurred in the HULFT system.
Restart HULFT.

Group ID of the process could not be changed.
The service of HULFT could not change the information of the target file.
HULFT service should have the root permission.

Unable to set process group

Description:
Measure:

Process group could not be changed.
The service of HULFT could not change the information of the target file.
HULFT service should have the root permission.
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329

A file move error

Description:
Measure:
330

A file copy error

Description:
Measure:
331

Measure:

Load of the common library failed.
When the encryption exit routine is used, check whether or not the common library is in the specified
location.
When the SAN transfer is used, check whether or not the common library that is required for the SAN
transfer is in the specified location.

Received data is too long.

Description:
Measure:

339

The file has already been locked by other process.
After a while, retry the transfer.

A shared library load error

Description:
Measure:

338

An error in the content of the Multi Format Information.
Check the content of the data, the Multi Format Information, and the Format Information.

Locked by another process

Description:
Measure:
336

Timeout is detected in the socket communication by the Send daemon, the Receive daemon, and the
Observe daemon.
Check that there is no error on the line.

A multi format information error

Description:
Measure:
335

The Receive daemon or the Observe daemon failed to acquire the connection source host name.
Check the host management file (/etc/hosts) or the domain name server environment of UNIX system.

Timeout

Description:

334

Locking of the file failed.
HULFT or other systems may have denied the access to the file.
After a while, retry the attempt.

A get hostname error

Description:
Measure:
333

The copying of the file failed.
Secure enough free capacity on the disk, then retry the attempt.

A file lock error

Description:
Measure:

332

An error occurred while moving the file.
Secure enough free capacity on the disk, then retry the attempt.

The received data is too long.
An error may have occurred while receiving data.
Retry the transfer.

Receive data is corrupt.

Description:
Measure:

The received data is corrupt.
An error may have occurred while receiving data.
Retry the transfer.
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340

A gaiji/user table initialize error

Description:

Measure:

341

A character code conversion error

Description:
Measure:

350

Measure:

The Receive processing ended unsuccessfully due to the timeout of the Post-receive Job.
Set a longer Job Timeout and restart the Receive daemon, then retry the transfer.

Maximum connection count exceeded.

Description:
Measure:
517

The Post-receive Job ended abnormally.
Check the contents of the job.

Post-receive Job timeout

Description:
Measure:
516

The Checkpoint Resend File cannot be acknowledged, because Registration Mode in the Receive
Management Information is specified to 'N: New Creation,' still the file already exists.
Take either of the following measures:
l Issue a request without executing Checkpoint Resend File.
l Delete Receive file.
l Change the setting of the Registration Mode in the Receive Management Information to 'R:
Replace.'

Post-receive Job abend

Description:
Measure:
515

The processing was stopped by the cancel command from the receiving host.
none.

A receive checkpoint error

Description:

514

An error occurred while interfacing with HULFT exchanger.
Refer to the Detail Code.

Receive cancel

Description:
Measure:
513

An error occurred during character code conversion.
Make sure that the code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (cs4trnsfr) in the System Environment
Settings is correct.

A HULFT linkage error

Description:
Measure:
512

Initialization of the custom character table or the user code table failed.
EBCDIC user table may not be available due to an unsupported combination of values that are set to Code
Set for Transfer.
Check the custom character table and the user code table required for code conversion specified in the
Send Management Information.
Also, make sure that the current combination of the following Code Set for Transfer supports EBCDIC user
tables:
l The remote host's code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (KCODETYPE) in the Host Information
l The code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (cs4trnsfr) in the System Environment Settings

The number of connections to the Receive daemon on the receiving host exceeds the value specified in
Receive Multiplex Level.
Increase the set value of Receive Process Multiplex Level, or retry the transfer after a while.

Sending host doesn't support Trans. test

Description:
Measure:

The sending host does not support the Transfer Test function.
Check whether or not the version of the sending host supports the Transfer Test function.
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525

An end telegram receive error

Description:
Measure:
526

Success, but send possibly failed.

Description:
Measure:

530

The requestor host name is not registered in the Host Information.
Check that the connection from the requestor host is correct. When it is correct, register the requestor host
in the Host Information.

Refused Service

Description:
Measure:

540

An error occurred in data verification.
The sending host does not support data verification, or the host does not support the data verification type
specified in the Receive Management Information. Review the version of the sending host and the setting of
Verify Data in the Receive Management Information.

Host name does not exist.

Description:
Measure:

539

An error occurred in data verification.
During communication, this transfer data may have been destroyed or the data have lost their pieces. Check
the state of network, then retry the verification.

A data verification version error

Description:
Measure:

538

An error occurred in executing a user external encrypting function.
An error occurred during the execution of an encryption exit routine.
Check the exit routine operation. When this error occurred, the code assigned to the Detail Code is the
return value of the function created by the user.

A data verification error

Description:
Measure:

536

A data count error occurred.
An inconsistency in the transfer record count is detected. Check the contents and attributes of the Send file
and the Receive file. When encryption exit routine is used, check whether or not Cipher Key is specified
properly.

A user cipher function error

Description:
Measure:

535

Waiting for socket closing on the sending host failed.
The network may have been disconnected. The receiving host terminated unsuccessfully, whereas the
sending host may have terminated successfully.
Check the environments on both sides.

Data size or record disagreement

Description:
Measure:

531

Termination status of the receiving host could not be acquired.
Receiving may have terminated successfully on the receiving host.
Check the Status Code on the receiving host.

Refused the service from the requestor host.
Check that the request from the requestor host is correct. If it is correct, check and change the settings of
Requestor Host Authorization under Security in the Host Information.

A protocol version error

Description:
Measure 1:
Measure 2:

The specified function is not available in processing with HULFT on the remote host.
Check that none of File ID, Format ID, and Multi Format ID is specified in 9 bytes or more.
Check that 'XML' is not set to Interface DBID in the Send Management Information on the sending host.
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541

A request type error

Description:

Measure:
542

Wrong protocol

Description:
Measure 1:
Measure 2:
543

Measure:

Measure:

Measure:

Measure:

The Receive process has been ended by the termination synchronization command of the Cluster Utilities
(forced termination mode).
No countermeasure.

Force stop command accept (Obs)

Description:
Measure:
603

The Send process has been ended by the termination synchronization command of the Cluster Utilities
(forced termination mode).
No countermeasure.

Force stop command accept (Rcv)

Description:

592

The combination of the following two code sets is not supported.
1. The EBCDIC set specified for EBCDIC Set in the Send Management Information or the Receive
Management Information on the local host
2. The EBCDIC set specified for EBCDIC Set (KCODETYPE) in the Host Information on the local host
Check supported combinations of code sets.

Force stop command accept (Snd)

Description:

591

The combination of the following two code sets is not supported.
1. The code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (cs4trnsfr) in the System Environment Settings on
the local host
2. The code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (KCODETYPE) in the Host Information on the local
host
Check supported combinations of code sets.

Combination Error with EBCDIC Set

Description:

590

HULFT received unexpected data.
Specify 'Y' (Yes) for the Use HULFT7 Comm. Mode in the Host Information, then retry the transfer.
Check whether the data have been sent by HULFT or not.

Code Set Combination error

Description:

544

A request has been made to a wrong system in HULFT. A request for the Send File might have been made to
the Observe system. Otherwise, a request for the Send Request might have been made to the Receive system
and so on.
Check whether or not the setting of Receive Port No. and Observe Port No. on the Requestor host is correct.

The Observe process has been ended by the termination synchronization command of the Cluster Utilities
(forced termination mode).
No countermeasure.

Get cancel from the Send process

Description:
Measure:

The processing has been stopped by the cancel command from the sending host.
none.
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604

Receive host doesn't support Trans. test

Description:
Measure:

Unable to complete the Transfer Test including the receiving host, because the host does not support the
Transfer Test function.
Take either of the following measures:
l Check whether or not the version of the receiving host supports the Transfer Test.
l Set the Result Handling of Receiving (ttrcvomit) in the System Environment Settings to '1.'
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1.2.7
216

Status codes related to SAN
A SAN transfer error

Description:
Measure:

An error occurred in the Receive processing during SAN (FAL) transfer.
When the Detail Code is 370 or 371, refer to the Detail code related to SAN. For other Detail codes, the FAL
error code is set. (The FAL error code is a value that is obtained by subtracting 1000 from the Detail code.)
Example:
In the case of '216-987,' the FAL error code is '-13' (987-1000=-13).
Refer to the FAL manual for the description and measures of the FAL error code.

217

A verify check error

Description:
Measure:
263

A SAN transfer error

Description:
Measure:
264

An error occurred in the Send processing during SAN (FAL) transfer.
Check the Detail Code.

A verify check error

Description:
Measure:
265

An error occurred during the verification of SAN (FAL) transfer.
Check the Detail Code.

An error occurred during the verification of SAN (FAL) transfer.
Check the Detail Code.

A FAL error detected

Description:
Measure:

An error occurred during SAN (FAL) transfer.
For the Detail Code, the FAL error code is set. (The FAL error code is a value that is obtained by subtracting
1000 from the Detail Code.)
Example:
In the case of '265-998,' the FAL error code is '-2' (998-1000=-2).
Refer to the FAL manual for the description and measures of the FAL error code. The space
allocated in the Mainframe Receive dataset may be insufficient. During SAN transfer, the
specified Increment Size of space (secondary allocation) is not extended.
Specify sufficient space for primary allocation. If 'RLSE' (specification of unused space
release) to be set in the Receive Management Information on Mainframe is specified, only
a minimum unit (1 CYL or 1 TRK) of the specified primary space is ensured. Do not apply
such settings.

900

A SAN transfer system error

Description:
Measure:

The SAN (XLD) interface is disabled.
HULFT-SAN is not installed, or there is a problem in the environment. Check the environment.
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901
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

902
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

903
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

904
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.
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905
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

906
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

907
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

908
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.
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909
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

910
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

911
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

912
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.
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913
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

914
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

915
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

916
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.
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917
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

918
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

919
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

920
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.
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921
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

922
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

923
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

924
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.
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925
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

926
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

927
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

928
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.
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929
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

930
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

931
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

932
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.
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933
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

934
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

935
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

936
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.
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937
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

938
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

939
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

940
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.
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941
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

942
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

943
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

944
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.
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945
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

946
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

947
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

948
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.
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949
Description:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. The Detail code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the last
two digits of the Status code of HULFT. The Error code of the XL Data Mover API is set to the Detail code of
HULFT.
Example:
For 9XX-YYY, XX represents the Detail code of XL Data Mover and YYY represents the Error
code of XL Data Mover.

Measure:

950

Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual for the description and measures of the XL Data Mover API Detail code
and error code.

A SAN transfer error

Description:
Measure:

An error occurred in the XL Data Mover interface. An XL Data Mover API error. The Error code of the XL Data
Mover API is set to the Detail code of HULFT.
An error code that is not defined in the XL Data Mover API. Refer to XL Data Mover User Manual.
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1.3 Detail codes
Detail codes are classified as shown below.
Detail Code

Contents

Section to be Consulted

200–213
215–217
220–231
260–263
270–271

Detail code of Send process

1.3.1 Detail codes of the Send process

300–342
352–355
360–366
379
380–382

Detail code of Receive process

1.3.2 Detail codes of the Receive process

400–412

Detail code of Observe process

1.3.3 Detail codes of the Observe process

450–471

Detail code of attribute conversion, custom character
processing, and external encryption

1.3.4 Detail codes of Attribute Conversion, Custom Character
Processing, and External Encryption

001–004
240–245
250–253
370–378

Detail code related to SAN

1.3.5 Detail codes related to SAN

Descriptions displayed in the detail code are as follows:

(1) Status codes of errors on the remote side
If the platform of the remote host is Mainframe (z/OS, MSP, XSP, or VOS3)
When the remote host is using any of the following platforms, refer to Error Codes and Messages of the remote host
type for an explanation of detail codes of errors on the receiving side or the sending side.
l HULFT for zOS
l HULFT for MSP
l HULFT for XSP
l HULFT for Mainframe Type VOS3
In other cases
Refer to the status code in Error Codes and Messages of other host type.

(2) Status codes of other errors
Follow the instructions that are provided for the status code and refer to the detail code of the remote host.
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1.3.1
200

Detail codes of the Send process
Opening of the Send work file failed.

Description:
Measure:

201

Opening of the Send file failed.

Description:
Measure:

202

Reading of the Send work file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Reading of the communication socket failed.

Description:
Measure:
209

Opening of the Format Information file failed.
Check Multi/Format ID and other settings in the Send Management Information.

Reading of the Send work file failed.

Description:
Measure:
208

Reading of the Send file failed.
Check Send File Name specified in the Send Management Information and the permissions on the file.

Opening of the Format Information file failed.

Description:
Measure:
207

Opening of the send child process management file failed.
The specification for Work File Generation Path (tmpdir) may be wrong.
Check the environment.

Reading of the Send file failed.

Description:
Measure:
206

Opening of the message log file failed.
Check the environment such as the permissions on the message log file and the like.

Opening of the send child process management file failed.

Description:
Measure:

205

Opening of the Format Information file failed.
Check Format ID specified in the Send Management Information and the settings in the Format Information.

Opening of the message log file failed.

Description:
Measure:
204

Opening of the Send file failed.
Check Send File Name specified in the Send Management Information, the Send file and the permissions on
the file.

Opening of the Format Information file failed.

Description:
Measure:
203

Opening of the Send work file failed.
Check Work File Generation Path (tmpdir) specified in the System Environment Settings and the permissions
on the directory.

Reading of the communication socket failed.
There may be error in the socket stream. Check the environment.

Reading of the Send file failed.

Description:
Measure:

Reading of the Send file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.
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210

An error occurred during output to the message log file.

Description:
Measure:

211

A failure in writing of the communication file of the Send daemon and the Send process.

Description:
Measure:

212

Opening of the Multi Format Information file failed.
Check the Format/Multi Format ID specified in the Send Management Information and the settings in the
Multi Format Information.

The key of the multi format data does not match.

Description:
Measure:
223

Clearing or deletion of the Send file failed.
Check the presence, permission, and the lock state of the file.

Opening of the Multi Format Information file failed.

Description:
Measure:

222

A block memory set error.
Terminate any other unnecessary applications, then retry the attempt.

Clearing or deletion of the Send file failed.

Description:
Measure:
221

A memory error during data compression.
Terminate any other unnecessary applications, then retry the attempt.

A block memory set error.

Description:
Measure:
220

A memory error during format conversion.
Terminate any other unnecessary applications, then retry the attempt.

A memory error during data compression.

Description:
Measure:
217

An error occurred in the socket or the pipe.
Check the environment, then retry the transfer.

A memory error during format conversion.

Description:
Measure:
216

Writing of the communication socket failed.
There may be error in the socket stream. Check the environment.

An error occurred in the socket or the pipe.

Description:
Measure:
215

A failure in writing of the communication file of the Send daemon and the Send process.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check tags in the System
Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf), its permission and the environment.

Writing of the communication socket failed.

Description:
Measure:
213

An error occurred during output to the message log file.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment such as
the disk capacity.

The key of the multi format data does not match.
Check the Key and the contents of the data of the Multi Format Information.

Opening of the custom character table expansion file failed.

Description:
Measure:

Opening of the custom character table expansion file failed.
Check the environment of the custom character table.
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224

Opening of the EBCDIC user table file failed.

Description:

Measure:

225

HULFT on the receiving host cannot receive a file of 2GB or larger.

Description:
Measure:
226

The length of one record exceeds the maximum value.
The code conversion may have caused a record to exceed the maximum data length of 32768 bytes per
record (up to a line feed). HULFT cannot process the file that contains the record. Change the file layout.

The data length of one record exceeds the maximum value.

Description:
Measure:

260

Unable to send because the version of the receiving host is old.
When all the following conditions are met, CSV conversion is not available:
l Pack Zone Conversion (pschg) is 'S (Mode S).'
l Sign for ASCII (psascii) is '2.'
l HULFT version on the receiving host is lower than Ver.6.
l Code Conversion (KJCHNGE) is 'S (Sending Side).'

The length of one record exceeds the maximum value.

Description:
Measure:

231

Unable to send because the version of the receiving host is old.
Specify a value other than 'M' for Transfer Type in the Send Management Information.

Unable to send because the version of the receiving host is old.

Description:
Measure:

230

Unable to send because the version of the receiving host is old.
Specify 'Y (Add Shiftcode)' for Shiftcode Mode (SHIFTTRANSACT) in the Send Management Information.

Unable to send because the version of the receiving host is old.

Description:
Measure:
229

Unable to send because the version of the receiving host is old.
Specify a value for Transfer Block Count and for Transfer Block Length so that the product of values for the
two fields is 32760 or less.

Unable to send because the version of the receiving host is old.

Description:
Measure:
228

HULFT on the receiving host cannot receive a file of 2GB or larger.
Split the file, then retry the transfer.

Unable to send because the version of the receiving host is old.

Description:
Measure:

227

Opening of the EBCDIC user table file failed.
The EBCDIC user table may not be available due to an unsupported combination of values that are set to the
Code Set for Transfer.
Check the EBCDIC code set and EBCDIC user table contents.
Also, make sure that the current combination of the following Code Set for Transfer supports EBCDIC user
tables:
l The remote host's code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (KCODETYPE) in the Host Information
l The code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (cs4trnsfr) in the System Environment Settings

The data length of one record exceeds the maximum value.
The code compression may have caused a record to exceed the maximum data length of 32768 bytes per
record. Retry the transfer without carrying out compression.

An error occurred in accessing the Send Control file (sddsendlist.dat).

Description:
Measure:

An error occurred in accessing the Send Control file (sddsendlist.dat).
The Send Control file (sddsendlist.dat) may have been damaged or HULFT may be in unstable state. Restart
HULFT.
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261

An error occurred in the connection to the receiving host.

Description:
Measure:

262

A proxy Server connection error occurred.

Description:
Measure:

263

A local net proxy server connection error occurred.
Failed to reconnect to the local net proxy server. Check the state of the local net proxy server and the
specification of the port number etc.

A trace log file open error occurred.

Description:
Measure:
271

A proxy Server connection error occurred.
An error occurred in connecting to the proxy server. Check the state of the Proxy Server and the
specification of the port number etc.

A local net proxy server connection error occurred.

Description:
Measure:

270

An error occurred in the connection to the receiving host.
An error may have occurred in operations related to the socket such as connect.
Check the network environment. Check the specified host name and port number for an error.

A trace log file open error occurred.
Check Output to Trace Logs and Trace Output File Name.

Transfer of the Send file ended, but the last termination processing failed.

Description:
Measure:

Transfer of the Send file ended, but the last termination processing failed. In the case of cluster supported
version, automatic resend is not carried out after a failover.
The receiving host may not have received all data. Retry the transfer.
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1.3.2
300

Detail codes of the Receive process
Opening of the Receive Daemon Information file failed.

Description:
Measure:
301

Opening of the receive process management file failed.

Description:
Measure:
302

Opening of the file used for restoration at the time of an error failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Opening of the message log file failed.

Description:
Measure:
310

Opening of the Receive file failed.
Check Receive File Name of the Receive Management Information.

Opening of the file used for restoration at the time of an error failed.

Description:
Measure:
309

Opening of the Receive file failed at the time of generational management receive.
Check Receive File Name of the Receive Management Information.

Opening of the Receive file failed.

Description:
Measure:
308

Opening of the Generational Management Information file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Opening of the Receive file failed at the time of generational management receive.

Description:
Measure:
307

Opening of the Multiple Receive Information file failed during multiple receive.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Opening of the Generational Management Information file failed.

Description:
Measure:
306

Opening of the receive work file failed.
Check Work File Generation Path of the System Environment Settings.

Opening of the Multiple Receive Information file failed during multiple receive.

Description:
Measure:
305

Opening of the Format Information file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Opening of the receive work file failed.

Description:
Measure:
304

Opening of the receive process management file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Opening of the Format Information file failed.

Description:
Measure:
303

Opening of the Receive Daemon Information file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Opening of the message log file failed.
Check the environment such as permissions of the message log file.

Writing of the Receive Daemon Information file failed.

Description:
Measure:

Writing of the Receive Daemon Information file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.
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311

Writing of the receive process management file failed.

Description:
Measure:
312

Writing of the Format Information file failed.

Description:
Measure:
313

A memory error during extract of the compressed data.
Terminate any other unnecessary applications, then retry the attempt.

A memory error during code conversion.

Description:
Measure:
322

A memory error during socket communication.
Terminate any other unnecessary applications, then retry the attempt.

A memory error during extract of the compressed data.

Description:
Measure:
321

A memory error during format conversion.
Terminate any other unnecessary applications, then retry the attempt.

A memory error during socket communication.

Description:
Measure:
320

A memory error during file name storage.
Terminate any other unnecessary applications, then retry the attempt.

A memory error during format conversion.

Description:
Measure:
319

An error occurred in output to the message log file.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment such as
the disk capacity.

A memory error during file name storage.

Description:
Measure:
318

Writing of the Receive file at the time of generational file management receive failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

An error occurred in output to the message log file.

Description:
Measure:

317

Writing of the Receive file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Writing of the Receive file at the time of generational file management receive failed.

Description:
Measure:
316

Writing of the Multiple Receive Information file failed during multiple receive.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Writing of the Receive file failed.

Description:
Measure:
315

Writing of the Format Information file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Writing of the Multiple Receive Information file failed during multiple receive.

Description:
Measure:
314

Writing of the receive process management file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

A memory error during code conversion.
Terminate any other unnecessary applications, then retry the attempt.

A memory error while receiving the data.

Description:
Measure:

A memory error while receiving the data.
Terminate any other unnecessary applications, then retry the attempt.
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323

A lock error of the receive process management file.

Description:
Measure:
324

A lock error of the Receive file.

Description:
Measure:

325

An acquisition error of Receive file directory size.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Acquisition error of Receive file size.

Description:
Measure:
331

An acquisition error of the receive process management file size.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

An acquisition error of Receive file directory size.

Description:
Measure:
330

A seek error of the Receive file.
An access error to file. Check the file contents.

An acquisition error of the receive process management file size.

Description:
Measure:
329

A seek error of the Receive daemon information file.
An access error to file. Check the file contents.

A seek error of the Receive file.

Description:
Measure:
328

A lock error occurred with the Generational Management Information file.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

A seek error of the Receive daemon information file.

Description:
Measure:
327

A lock error of the Receive file.
The Receive file is assumed to be locked by other application (that uses exclusive control with the lockf
function) or the Receive system of HULFT (version lower than Ver.6.3.1).
Retry the operation after a while, or change the location of the Receive file.
In addition, check the value of Receive Open Mode (rcvfilewait) in the System Environment Settings.

A lock error occurred with the Generational Management Information file.

Description:
Measure:
326

A lock error of the receive process management file.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Acquisition error of Receive file size.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Reading of the receive process management file failed.

Description:
Measure:

Reading of the receive process management file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

332 Reading of the communication socket during receiving the data of the Format Information fa
iled.
Description:
Measure:
333

Reading of the communication socket during receiving the data of the Format Information failed.
There may be error in the socket stream. Check the environment.

Failed to read the Generational Management Information file.

Description:
Measure:

Failed to read the Generational Management Information file.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.
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334

An error occurred in the I/O of communication socket during data receive.

Description:
Measure:
335

Generation of the Receive process failed.

Description:
Measure:
336

Opening of the custom character table expansion file failed.
Check the environment of the custom character table.

Opening of the EBCDIC user table file failed.

Description:
Measure:
354

There is no file information required for Receive process.
There may be an error in receive information. Check the Receive Management Information.

Opening of the custom character table expansion file failed.

Description:
Measure:
353

An error occurred during creating the Generational Management Information file.
Follow measures for the Status code.

There is no file information required for Receive process.

Description:
Measure:
352

Permission modification and owner modification of the CSV or XML file failed.
The service of HULFT could not change the information of the target file.
Check the permission or the owner of the target file.

An error occurred during creating the Generational Management Information file.

Description:
Measure:
342

Acquisition of Host Information failed.
Check the Host Information.

Permission modification and owner modification of the CSV or XML file failed.

Description:
Measure:

341

Generation and opening of communication socket failed.
There may be error in the socket stream. Check the environment.

Acquisition of Host Information failed.

Description:
Measure:
340

Starting of the DB interface process failed.
An error in access to the file or memory shortage. Check the file contents.

Generation and opening of communication socket failed.

Description:
Measure:
339

Starting of the CSV format conversion process failed.
An error in access to the file or memory shortage. Check the file contents.

Starting of the DB interface process failed.

Description:
Measure:
338

Generation of the Receive process failed.
There may be an operating system error such as system memory shortage. Check the environment.

Starting of the CSV format conversion process failed.

Description:
Measure:
337

An error occurred in the I/O of communication socket during data receive.
There may be error in the socket stream. Check the environment.

Opening of the EBCDIC user table file failed.
Check the EBCDIC Set and EBCDIC user table contents of the Receive Management Information.

Acquisition of the Transfer Group Information failed.

Description:
Measure:

Acquisition of the Transfer Group Information failed.
Check whether or not the specified Transfer Group has been registered.
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355

Failed to replace the message or the Send File Name.

Description:
Measure:

360

Multi format data key does not match.

Description:
Measure:
361

Writing of a file to exclusively control the Receive file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Restart HULFT and retry the
transfer.

An error occurred while opening or reading the Receive file.

Description:
Measure:

380

Seeking of a file to exclusively control the Receive file exclusive control failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Restart HULFT and retry the
transfer.

Writing of a file to exclusively control the Receive file failed.

Description:
Measure:

379

Reading of a file to exclusively control the Receive file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Restart HULFT and retry the
transfer.

Seeking of a file to exclusively control the Receive file exclusive control failed.

Description:
Measure:

366

Acquisition of a file to exclusively control the Receive file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Restart HULFT and retry the
transfer.

Reading of a file to exclusively control the Receive file failed.

Description:
Measure:

365

Locking of a file to exclusively control the Receive file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Restart HULFT and retry the
transfer.

Acquisition of a file to exclusively control the Receive file failed.

Description:
Measure:

364

Opening of a file to exclusively control the Receive file failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Restart HULFT and retry the
transfer.

Locking of a file to exclusively control the Receive file failed.

Description:
Measure:

363

Multi format data key does not match.
Check the Multi Format Information key and contents of the data.

Opening of a file to exclusively control the Receive file failed.

Description:
Measure:

362

Failed to replace the message or the Send File Name.
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced message
does not exceed the field length limit. Further, check that double byte code is not used for Send File Name.

An error occurred while opening or reading the Receive file.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Restart HULFT and retry the
transfer.

Transfer file size does not match.

Description:
Measure:

Transfer file size does not match.
A mismatch of the file size was detected. Check the Send and Receive file contents and attributes.
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381

Transfer record count does not match.

Description:
Measure:

382

Transfer record count does not match.
A mismatch of the transfer record count was detected. Check the Send and Receive file contents and
attributes.

A lock error of the Receive file.

Description:
Measure:

A lock error of the Receive file.
If you try to execute receiving the identical file, change the timing for receiving the identical file or check
and change the value set for Receive Open Mode tag in the System Environment Settings. Or an error and
the like may have occurred in the File for the Receive File Exclusive Control, the file system, or the operating
system. In such case, delete the file for the Receive file exclusive control and reboot HULFT to execute the
transfer again.
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1.3.3
400

Detail codes of the Observe process
Opening of the request daemon and the service process communication pipe failed.

Description:
Measure:
401

Generation of service process failed.

Description:
Measure:
402

Opening of the Observe Definition file failed.
Check the Observe Definition file.

An error occurred when reading transmission socket.

Description:
Measure:
409

A memory error while receiving the data.
Terminate any other unnecessary applications, then retry the attempt.

Opening of the Observe Definition file failed.

Description:
Measure:
408

A memory error while receiving the request information.
Terminate any other unnecessary applications, then retry the attempt.

A memory error while receiving the data.

Description:
Measure:
407

A memory error during service startup.
Terminate any other unnecessary applications, then retry the attempt.

A memory error while receiving the request information.

Description:
Measure:
406

Duplication of the request daemon and the service process communication pipe failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

A memory error during service startup.

Description:
Measure:
405

Startup of the service process failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Duplication of the request daemon and the service process communication pipe failed.

Description:
Measure:
404

Generation of service process failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Startup of the service process failed.

Description:
Measure:
403

Opening of the request daemon and the service process communication pipe failed.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

An error occurred when reading transmission socket.
There may be error in the socket stream. Check the environment.

An error occurred when writing transmission socket.

Description:
Measure:

An error occurred when writing transmission socket.
There may be error in the socket stream. Check the environment.

410 An error occurred while writing to the request daemon and the service process transmission
pipe.
Description:
Measure:

An error occurred while writing to the request daemon and the service process transmission pipe.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.
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411
pe.

An error occurred while reading the request daemon and the service process transmission pi

Description:
Measure:
412

An error occurred while reading the request daemon and the service process transmission pipe.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Creating the communication socket failed.

Description:
Measure:

Creating the communication socket failed.
There may be error in the socket stream. Check the environment.
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1.3.4

450

Detail codes of Attribute Conversion, Custom Character Processing, and
External Encryption
An attribute conversion error. There is no input data.

Description:
Measure:
451

An attribute conversion error.

Description:
Measure:
452

Measure:

Measure:

Measure:

Measure:

An attribute conversion error. Output buffer memory acquisition failed.
Check the operating system status .

An attribute conversion error. Sign is invalid.

Description:
Measure:
459

An attribute conversion error. Input data is not of P type.
Check the validity of the transfer data contents and the format definition contents.

An attribute conversion error.

Description:
Measure:
458

An attribute conversion error. The value of Sign for ASCII (psascii) or Sign for EBCDIC (psebcdic) in the
System Environment Settings is invalid.
Check the relevant field of the System Environment Settings.

An attribute conversion error. Input data is not of P type.

Description:
Measure:
457

An attribute conversion error. The value of Sign for ASCII (psascii) or Sign for EBCDIC (psebcdic) in the
System Environment Settings is not specified.
Check the relevant field of the System Environment Settings.

An attribute conversion error.

Description:

456

An attribute conversion error. The value of Pack Zone Conversion (pschg) in the System Environment
Settings is invalid.
Check the relevant field of the System Environment Settings.

An attribute conversion error.

Description:

455

An attribute conversion error. The value of Pack Zone Conversion (pschg) in the System Environment
Settings is not specified.
Check the relevant field of the System Environment Settings.

An attribute conversion error.

Description:

454

An attribute conversion error. Acquisition of output buffer memory failed.
Check the operating system status.

An attribute conversion error.

Description:

453

An attribute conversion error. There is no input data.
Check the validity of the transfer data contents and the format definition contents.

An attribute conversion error. Sign is invalid.
Check the relevant field of the System Environment Settings.

An attribute conversion error.

Description:
Measure:

An attribute conversion error. Memory acquisition failed.
Check the operating system status .
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460

An attribute conversion error.

Description:
Measure:
461

An attribute conversion error.

Description:
Measure:
462

An attribute conversion error. The number of decimal places are invalid.
Check the validity of the transfer data contents and the format definition contents.

An attribute conversion error.

Description:
Measure:
470

An attribute conversion error. Field length is invalid.
Check the validity of the transfer data contents and the format definition contents.

An attribute conversion error.

Description:
Measure:
469

An attribute conversion error. Input data differs from the specified field type.
Check the validity of the transfer data contents and the format definition contents.

An attribute conversion error.

Description:
Measure:
468

An attribute conversion error. A parameter error occurred.
An internal problem of HULFT. Check the data and management information. Inquire of the Support

An attribute conversion error.

Description:
Measure:
467

An attribute conversion error. A data overflow occurred.
Check the validity of the transfer data contents and the format definition contents.

An attribute conversion error.

Description:
Measure:
466

An attribute conversion error. Attribute conversion destination code type is invalid.
Check the validity of the transfer data and management information.

An attribute conversion error.

Description:
Measure:
465

An attribute conversion error. Field type is invalid.
Check the validity of the transfer data contents and the format definition contents.

An attribute conversion error.

Description:
Measure:
464

An attribute conversion error. Data length is invalid.
Check the validity of the transfer data contents and the format definition contents.

An attribute conversion error.

Description:
Measure:
463

An attribute conversion error. Input data is not of S type.
Check the validity of the transfer data contents and the format definition contents.

An attribute conversion error. A system error.
An internal problem of HULFT. Check the data and management information. Inquire of the Support

A custom character error.

Description:
Measure:

A custom character error.
Data for which the custom character code has not been registered was present in the input data. Maintain
the custom character table or check data contents.
= Remarks =
This error occurs only when '1 (Raise an error when a kanji code that is not registered in the custom
character table exists.)' is set for Handling of Unregistered Custom Characters (gaijierr) in the System
Environment Settings.
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471

A user encryption error.

Description:
Measure:

A user encryption error.
An error occurred during the execution of an encryption exit routine. Check the exit routine operation.
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1.3.5

Detail codes related to SAN

1 A difference in the record between the sending side and the receiving side was detected by v
erification after completion of SAN (FAL) Transfer.
Description:

Measure:

A difference in the record between the sending side and the receiving side was detected by verification after
completion of SAN (FAL) Transfer. The file may have been replaced during the transfer, or dataset writing
from a system other than HULFT may have caused a conflict.
Transferred data is not guaranteed. Transfer again. Description of the detected difference in the record is
output to the dump file. Check the content and identify the cause by analyzing inconsistent data.

2 It was detected by verification after completion of SAN (FAL) Transfer that the record count
of the Receive dataset is higher than that of the Send file.
Description:
Measure:

It was detected by verification after completion of SAN (FAL) Transfer that the record count of the Receive
dataset is higher than that of the Send file.
The file may have been replaced during the transfer, or dataset writing from a system other than HULFT may
have caused a conflict. The transferred data is not guaranteed. Transfer again. The detected record number
(a serial number starting with 1) is output to the dump file. Check the content and identify the cause by
analyzing inconsistent data.

3 It was detected by verification after completion of SAN (FAL) Transfer that the record count
of the Send file is higher than that of the Receive dataset.
Description:
Measure:

It was detected by verification after completion of SAN (FAL) Transfer that the record count of the Send file
is higher than that of the Receive dataset.
The file may have been replaced during the transfer, or dataset writing from a system other than HULFT may
have caused a conflict. The transferred data is not guaranteed. Transfer again. The detected record number
(a serial number starting with 1) is output to the dump file. Check the content and identify the cause by
analyzing inconsistent data.

4 There is no permission for writing from the Send process to the file output destination dire
ctory of SAN (FAL) Transfer.
Description:
Measure:

240

Failed to open data set for SAN (FAL) Transfer.

Description:
Measure:

241

There is no permission for writing from the Send process to the file output destination directory of SAN
(FAL) Transfer. Or, the partition of the dump file output destination has insufficient space.
Transferred data is not guaranteed. Transfer again. Grant permission for writing from the Send process to
the directory specified by raiddumpdir or tmpdir in the System Environment Settings file and check free
space in the specified partition. As output of dump file has also failed, you cannot check the detected
difference in data. When both the Send file and the Receive dataset remain, compare each content and
identify the cause of the difference by analyzing inconsistent data.

Failed to open data set for SAN (FAL) Transfer.
Check whether the value specified for send and receive data set at the Mainframe side specifies the shared
volume and also check the UNIX volume definition file contents or send and receive daemon startup
directory.

A value for Code conversion for SAN (FAL) Transfer is set to Mainframe side.

Description:
Measure:

A value for Code conversion for SAN (FAL) Transfer is set to Mainframe side.
The Code Conversion can be executed only on the UNIX side at the time of a SAN-Transfer.
Specify a value that corresponds to the UNIX side for Code Conversion in the Send Management
Information.
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242 A Volume Serial Number has not been set in partner side Mainframe receive management infor
mation.
Description:

Measure:
243

Volume Serial is not specified in the Receive Management Information on the Mainframe side that is the
destination of SAN Transfer or the Receive daemon on the remote host Mainframe cannot execute SAN
Transfer.
Set Volume Serial in the Receive Management Information on Mainframe.

The size of the Send file for SAN (FAL) Transfer is 2 GB or more.

Description:
Measure:

The size of the Send file for SAN (FAL) Transfer is 2 GB or more.
This error is detected when '2' or higher is specified for RAIDONLY that is specified with JCL at the startup of
the Receive daemon on Mainframe. Data of 2GB or more cannot be transferred due to the limitation of FAL.
Execute transfer via LAN. To execute transfer via LAN, specify '1' or lower for RAIDONLY that is specified
with JCL at the startup of the Receive daemon on Mainframe.

244 The file to be sent in SAN (FAL) Transfer contains a record longer than the dataset record
length on the receiving side.
Description:
Measure:

245

Unable to load the library required for HULFT-SAN (FAL).

Description:
Measure:
250

There is an error in the message received in SAN (XLD) Transfer.
An error may have occurred while receiving data. Check the environment, then retry the transfer.

There is an error in the message received in SAN (XLD) Transfer.

Description:
Measure:
370

HULFT-SAN (XLD) is not installed in the receiving host.
Check the environment. Or, execute file transfer via LAN.

There is an error in the message received in SAN (XLD) Transfer.

Description:
Measure:
253

Unable to load the shared library required for HULFT-SAN (XLD).
XL Data Mover API is not installed, or there is a problem in the environment. Check the environment.

HULFT-SAN (XLD) is not installed in the receiving host.

Description:
Measure:
252

Unable to load the library required for HULFT-SAN (FAL).
FAL HULFT-SAN option is not installed, or there is a problem in the environment. Check the environment.

Unable to load the shared library required for HULFT-SAN (XLD).

Description:
Measure:
251

The file to be sent in SAN (FAL) Transfer contains a record longer than the dataset record length on the
receiving host.
The transfer record length may have increased due to code conversion. Set a longer record length of the
Receive dataset on Mainframe. Or, do not specify RECCHK that is specified with JCL at the startup of the
Receive daemon on Mainframe. Without RECCHK specified, a part that cannot be included in a record is
discarded and stored in the dataset.

There is an error in the message received in SAN (XLD) Transfer.
An error may have occurred while receiving data. Check the environment, then retry the transfer.

The record length is inconsistent between the Send file and the Format Information.

Description:
Measure:

The record length is inconsistent between the Send file and the Format Information.
Check the Send file or the Format Information.
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371

Failed to open the file on the shared volume or the Send file.

Description:
Measure:

372

Failed to read the file on the shared volume in SAN (FAL) Transfer.

Description:
Measure:

373

Failed to open the file on the shared volume or the Send file.
If SAN-Transfer has never been executed before, check the permissions for the volume definition file and for
the special device described in the file. In an environment where SAN-Transfer has already been executed,
check that the volume serial of the shared volume in send management information on the remote host
Mainframe has been set correctly and that the shared volume line has been described correctly in the
volume definition file. When you want to execute LAN-Transfer, specify '1' or less for RAIDONLY that is
specified in JCL at the startup of the Send daemon. Also, when opening of send data set failed, check that
send data set exists.

Failed to read the file on the shared volume in SAN (FAL) Transfer.
If SAN-Transfer has never been executed before, check the permissions for the volume definition file and for
the special device described in the file. If SAN-Transfer has been executed before, check that the volume
serial of the shared volume is correctly set in the Receive Management Information on the remote host
Mainframe and that the shared volume line is correctly described in the volume definition file.

An error occurred in memory operation during the verification of SAN (FAL) Transfer.

Description:
Measure:

An error occurred in memory operation during the verification of SAN (FAL) Transfer.
HULFT is in unstable condition. Restart HULFT.

374 Host Type for the remote side of SAN (FAL) Transfer is defined with a host type other than
'Mainframe.'
Description:
Measure:

Host Type for the remote side of SAN (FAL) Transfer is defined with a host type other than 'Mainframe.'
SAN-Transfer is not available when the host type of the remote-side host is not Mainframe. Change the host
type to Mainframe, or change the RAIDONLY setting.

375 It was detected by verification after completion of SAN (FAL) Transfer that the record cou
nt of the Send dataset is lower than that of the Receive file.
Description:
Measure:

It was detected by verification after completion of SAN (FAL) Transfer that the record count of the Send
dataset is lower than that of the Receive file. Or, variable-length 0-byte data is received in binary.
The file may have been replaced during the transfer, or dataset writing from a system other than HULFT may
have caused a conflict. The transferred data is not guaranteed. Transfer again. The detected record number
(a serial number starting with 1) is output to the dump file. Check the content and identify the cause by
analyzing inconsistent data.

376 It was detected by verification after completion of SAN (FAL) Transfer that the record cou
nt of the Receive file is lower than that of the Send dataset.
Description:
Measure:

377

It was detected by verification after completion of SAN (FAL) Transfer that the record count of the Receive
file is lower than that of the Send dataset.
The file may have been replaced during the transfer, or dataset writing from a system other than HULFT may
have caused a conflict. The transferred data is not guaranteed. Transfer again. The detected record number
(a serial number starting with 1) is output to the dump file. Check the content and identify the cause by
analyzing inconsistent data.

Writing to the Receive file in SAN (FAL) Transfer failed.

Description:
Measure:

Writing to the Receive file in SAN (FAL) Transfer failed.
There may be an operating system error or a file system error. Check the operating system and the file
system environment.
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378 A difference in the record between the sending side and the receiving side was detected by
verification after completion of SAN (FAL) Transfer.
Description:

Measure:

A difference in the record between the sending side and the receiving side was detected by verification after
completion of SAN (FAL) Transfer. The file may have been replaced during the transfer, or dataset writing
from a system other than HULFT may have caused a conflict.
Transferred data is not guaranteed. Transfer again. Description of the detected difference in the record is
output to the dump file. Check the content and identify the cause by analyzing inconsistent data.
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2.1 Termination status upon daemon startup
2.2 Termination status upon unsuccessful termination of command
2.3 Termination status of cluster exclusive utility
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2.1 Termination status upon daemon startup
If the Send daemon, the Receive daemon, or the Observe daemon fails to start, HULFT returns an exit code other than '0.'
If HULFT detects an error after daemonizing has finished, the application returns the exit code '0.'
To detect errors after daemonizing has finished, you need to use the start synchronization command for each daemon.
Refer to Clustering Manual for more information.
1
Description:
Measure:

A system error occurred.
There may be an error in the file system, socket stream, or the operating system and so on. Check the
environment.

Description:
Measure:

An error in startup parameter.
Check the manual and restart. This may be due to the socket buffer size exceeding the limitation of the
operating system. Check the socket buffer size.

Description:

The daemon might have already started. In the Send daemon, opening the Send Control file
(sddsendlist.dat) might have failed as well. In the Receive daemon or in the Observe daemon, other
application may have used the port number that is assigned to the daemon.
Using the ps command, check whether the Send daemon, the Receive daemon, or the Observe daemon has
started.
When the daemon has stopped, using the netstat command, check whether the value specified for
Command Acknowledge Port No., Receive Port No. or Observe Port No. in the System Environment
Settings.
If the value is being used, change the value for Port No.
Also, the Send daemon has stopped, check the following too.
l If the Send daemon pid file (hulsndd.pid) exists on Pid File Generation Path in the System
Environment Settings, delete the file.
l Check the access permissions for the Send Control file.

2

3

Measure:

4
Description:
Measure:

The process cannot start.
There may be an error in the file system or the operating system and so on. Check the environment.

Description:
Measure:

An error in communication socket.
There may be error in the socket stream and so on. Check the environment.

Description:
Measure:

Reading of the Send Control file (sddsendlist.dat) failed.
Delete the Send Control file (sddsendlist.dat) and restart the Send daemon because there is an error in the
Send Control file (sddsendlist.dat).

Description:
Measure:

A memory error.
Terminate other applications, and restart the daemon.

5

6

7
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8
Description:
Measure:

Opening of pipe failed.
An error occurred in the pipe. A fifo file for communication that HULFT is using may exist on the path
specified for FiFo Path (fifopath) in the System Environment Settings. When a value is not specified for FiFo
Path (fifopath), a fifo file for communication that HULFT is using is created on the directory specified with
HULPATH. When there is a fifo file for communication that HULFT is using, delete the file. Then, restart the
HULFT system.

Description:
Measure:

The System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf) is invalid.
In the contents of the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf), check whether a tag is
unintentionally commented out, or whether a required tag is mistakenly deleted, etc.

Description:
Measure:

A path specification error.
A specified path name with a length of 201 bytes or more is over the limit. Set a path name with 200 bytes or
less.

Description:
Measure:

Work File Generation Path is invalid.
Check the contents in the Work File Generation Path such as the directory and the permission.

Description:
Measure:

A common library load error.
Check whether the manufacturer's name at the upper left corner of Management Console is correct. In
HULFT-SAN, loading of the common library required for the SAN transfer failed. Check whether or not the
common library has been installed properly.

Description:
Measure:

An invalid startup parameter was specified for the daemon in the cluster startup synchronization command.
Check the startup parameter that can be specified on the cluster support version in the relevant manual, and
restart HULFT.

Description:
Measure:

Failed in creating or reading a trace file.
Check that the following files can be created or written.
1. The file specified with the parameter -l at the time of the startup of the daemon
2. The trace file specified in the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf)

Description:
Measure:

The service period of the HULFT trial version has expired.
Use the Product version.

Description:
Measure:

Access to the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf) failed.
Check whether or not the access to the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf) is permitted. Also,
check whether there is an error or not in the specification of HULPATH.

9

10

11

12

13

15

18

19
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21
Description:
Measure:

The daemon was forcibly terminated.
Forced termination of the daemon was executed. Restart the HULFT daemon.

Description:
Measure:

The valid term of the Fixed Term License has expired.
Check the valid term of the Fixed Term License.

Description:
Measure:

An error occurred during character code conversion upon starting the daemon.
Make sure that the set value of Code Set for Transfer (cs4trnsfr) in the System Environment Settings is
correct. Further, check whether the environment variables 'HULPATH' and 'HULEXEP' are set correctly.

22

26
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2.2 Termination status upon unsuccessful termination of command
When a command has terminated successfully, it returns the exit code '0.' When a command has terminated unsuccessfully, it
returns an exit code other than '0,' and outputs messages. Refer to the following section when you run a command in a shell
script and intend to use the exit status.
1

No information resend log record.
Description:
Measure:

2

Cannot exec command.
Description:
Measure:

3

Signal operation failed.
Check the permission of the user who executed the startup process.

Cannot display status.(sddpid.tmp append open error)
Description:
Measure:

9

When multicasting, 'Clear (C),' 'Delete (D),' and 'Lock (L)' cannot be specified for Send File Mode.
For multicasting, specify 'Keep (K)' for the Send File Mode. In addition, check that the transfer group with
multiple hosts that are being set has not been specified and also check the permissions of the Send file.

A signal error.
Description:
Measure:

8

System Error due to memory occurred.
Re-execute after ending other applications.

Cannot use file Clear/Delete/Lock.
Description:
Measure:

7

Timeout occurred.
Increase the set value of Utility Timeout (utlwait) in the System Environment Settings or parameter '-w' and
re-execute. In the case of Send Request, increase also the value of Socket Read Timeout (socktime) in the
System Environment Settings. When you executed Send File, check whether Send daemon has been started
correctly or not, and whether time-out has occurred or not in Pre-send Job execution.

An memory error. (system error)
Description:
Measure:

6

The daemon could not be ended.
Check the contents of the parameter and re-execute.

Require time out.
Description:
Measure:

5

Issuance of the request failed.
Check the contents of the parameter and re-execute.

Cannot kill daemon.
Description:
Measure:

4

Relevant information was not found in the Send Control file (sddsendlist.dat).
Check the contents of the parameter and re-execute.

Creation of the file for status display (sddpid.tmp) failed.
An access error to the environment file occurred. Check the permissions and the status of the environment
variable 'HULPATH', the permission and the status of Work File Generation Path, file status, disk capacity
and so on, and then try again.

Send daemon is not running.
Description:
Measure:

Send daemon does not start.
Start the Send daemon and re-execute.
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10

Cannot write file.
Description:
Measure:

11

File ID nothing.
Description:
Measure:

12

Measure:

When multicasting in the Synchronous Transfer, some of sending ended with error.
Remove the cause of the problem according to the error code of the Send Log, and retry transfer. Also
check HULFT-HUB, if your HULFT is under control of HULFT-HUB.

All queue error. (synchronized)
Description:
Measure:

22

Queue generation error occurred.
The operating system environment is in unstable condition. Restart the Send daemon.

Some queue error. (synchronized)
Description:
Measure:

21

Error occurred during character code conversion.
Check that the code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (cs4trnsfr) in the System Environment Settings is
correct. Further, check whether the environment variables 'HULPATH' and 'HULEXEP' are set correctly.

A queue generation error.
Description:
Measure:

20

System error occurred.
An access error to the environment file occurred. Check the permissions and the status of HULPATH, Work
File Generation Path (tmpdir), and FIFO Path (fifopath), respectively. In addition, if the FIFO file has already
been deleted, re-create FIFO file by using parameter '--recover' in the Send Daemon Termination command
(utlkillsnd).

An error occurred during character code conversion.
Description:
Measure:

17

The host name registered in Transfer Group ID does not exist in the Host Information.
In the Host Information, register the host name registered in Transfer Group ID, and try again.

A system error.
Description:
Measure:

15

Transfer Group ID of the File ID specified by the parameter of the Send File command (utlsend) does not
exist.
Register the Transfer Group ID information in the Transfer Group Information and then re-execute.

Hostname nothing in the group.
Description:
Measure:

14

File ID specified by the parameter of the Send File command (utlsend) does not exist.
Register the information of the specified file ID in the Send Management Information, and try again.

Group ID nothing.
Description:

13

Writing of the various files failed.
Check the permissions and the status of the environment variable 'HULPATH' and Work File Generation
Path (tmpdir), file status, and the disk capacity.

In the Synchronous Transfer, all of sending ended with error.
Remove the cause of the problem according to the error code in the Send Log, and perform the transfer
again. In addition, check if your HULFT is being used by HULFT-HUB.

All connection PPP. (PPP)
Description:
Measure:

The Send File is not possible because the hosts of each Send destination are all PPP connected.
Check the corresponding host of the Host Information. It is not possible to send from HULFT Ver.7 or higher
to the host for which Connection Type (CONNECTTYPE) is PPP connection.
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23

Some connection PPP. (PPP)
Description:
Measure:

24

Hostname nothing.
Description:
Measure:

25

Measure:

Measure:

Access to Send Management Information file failed.
An access error to the Send Management Information file (hulsnd.db) occurred. Check the permissions and
status of the environment variable 'HULPATH.'

Cannot open rcv information.
Description:
Measure:

32

The Send File cannot be issued because the connection type of all Send destination hosts is a SAN
Connection.
HULFT-SAN is not installed. Check the corresponding host of the Host Information. It is not possible to send
from HULFT to the host for which Connection Type (CONNECTTYPE) is SAN connection.

Cannot open snd information.
Description:
Measure:

31

The Send File could not be issued to some Send destination hosts because the connection type of the hosts
was a SAN Connection.
HULFT-SAN is not installed. Check the corresponding host of the Host Information. It is not possible to send
from HULFT to the host for which Connection Type (CONNECTTYPE) is SAN connection.

All connection SAN(F). not support SAN(F).
Description:

30

Connection to HULFT-HUB failed.
Check the environment and the Host Information.

Some connection SAN(F). not support SAN(F).
Description:

29

The Pre-send Job terminated abnormally.
Check the Send Management Information, the Job Information, and the job registered in the Job
Information and re-execute.

A proxy connect error.
Description:
Measure:

28

Dynamic specification of Send File Name, Transfer Group ID, and Host Name is not allowed.
Set the value of Dynamic Parameter Specification as '1' in the System Environment Settings file

A pre-job execute error.
Description:
Measure:

27

The host name registered in Transfer Group ID does not exist in the Host Information.
In the Host Information, register the host name registered in Transfer Group ID, and re-execute.

Cannot use parm [-file filename][-t hostgroup | -h hostname]
Description:
Measure:

26

The Send File was not possible because some of the hosts of each Send destination were PPP connected.
Check the corresponding host of the Host Information. It is not possible to send from HULFT Ver.7 or higher
to the host for which Connection Type (CONNECTTYPE) is PPP connection.

Access to Receive Management Information file failed.
An access error to the Receive Management Information file (hulrcv.db) occurred. Check the permissions
and status of the environment variable 'HULPATH.'

Cannot open job information.
Description:
Measure:

Access to Job Information file failed.
An access error to the Job Information file (hulexec.db) occurred. Check the permissions and status of the
environment variable 'HULPATH.'
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33

Cannot open host information.
Description:
Measure:

34

Cannot open group information.
Description:
Measure:

35

Access to the Post-receive Job Execution Log file failed.
An access error to the Post-receive Job Execution Log file (hulrcvlog.db, hulrcvlog.sw.db) occurred. Check
the permissions and status of the environment variable 'HULPATH.'

Cannot open req log.
Description:
Measure:

42

Access to the Post-send Job Execution Log failed.
An access error to the Post-send Job Execution Log file (hulsndlog.db, hulsndlog.sw.db) occurred. Check
the permissions and status of the environment variable 'HULPATH.'

Cannot open rcv job log.
Description:
Measure:

41

Access to the Receive Log file failed.
An access error to the Receive Log file (hulrcvlog.db, hulrcvlog.sw.db) occurred. Check the permissions and
status of the environment variable 'HULPATH.'

Cannot open snd job log.
Description:
Measure:

40

Access to the Send Log file failed.
An access error to the Send Log file (hulsndlog.db, hulsndlog.sw.db) occurred. Check the permissions and
status of the environment variable 'HULPATH.'

Cannot open rcv log.
Description:
Measure:

39

Access to the System Environment Settings file failed.
An access error to the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf) occurred. Check the permissions and
status of the environment variable 'HULPATH.'

Cannot open snd log.
Description:
Measure:

38

Access to the Format Information file failed.
An access error to the Format Information file (hulfmt.db) occurred. Check the permissions and status of the
environment variable 'HULPATH.'

Cannot open sys information.
Description:
Measure:

37

Access to the Transfer Group Information file failed.
An access error to the Transfer Group Information file (hulrhost.db) occurred. Check the permissions and
status of the environment variable 'HULPATH.' Also, when you executed a Send Request, check whether the
Transfer Group ID has been registered in the Receive Management Information.

Cannot open fmt information.
Description:
Measure:

36

Access to the Host Information file failed.
An access error to the Host Information file (hulhosts.db) occurred. Check the permissions and status of the
environment variable 'HULPATH.'

Access to Observe Log file failed.
An access error to the Observe Log file (hulaccreqlog.db, hulaccreqlog.sw.db) occurred. Check the
permissions and status of the environment variable 'HULPATH.'

Cannot open sending queue log.
Description:
Measure:

Access to the Send Control file (sddsendlist.dat) failed.
An access error to the Send Control file (sddsendlist.da) occurred. Check the permissions and status of the
environment variable 'HULPATH.'
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45

Cannot open XXX file.
Description:
Measure:

46

Cannot open PPP client file.
Description:
Measure:

47

Access to the PPP client management file failed.
An access error of the file occurred. Check the permissions and status of the environment variable
'HULPATH.'

Cannot open multi format file.
Description:
Measure:

48

Access to various files failed.
An access error of the file occurred. Check the permissions and status of the environment variable
'HULPATH.'

Access to the Multi Format Information file failed.
An access error of the file occurred. Check the permissions and status of the environment variable
'HULPATH.'

Cannot open output message file.
Description:
Measure:

Access to the message output file failed.
Check the permissions and status of the message output file.

49 Cannot open opration log.
(Type:File Access Log/Type:Command Execution Log)
Description:
Measure:

50

Cannot lock file.
Description:
Measure:

51

Closing of various files failed.
An access error of the file occurred. Check the permissions and status of the environment variable
'HULPATH.'

Cannot read file.
Description:
Measure:

54

Unlock of various files failed.
An unlock error of the file. Check the permissions and status of the environment variable 'HULPATH.'

Cannot close file.
Description:
Measure:

53

Lock to various files failed.
A lock error of the file. Check the permissions and status of the environment variable 'HULPATH.'

Cannot unlock file.
Description:
Measure:

52

Access to the Operation Log file failed.
An access error of the file. Check the permissions and status of opl under the environment variable
'HULPATH' (HULPATH/opl).

Access to the file failed.
An access error to the environment file occurred. Check the permissions and status of the environment
variable 'HULPATH.' If necessary, change and re-execute.

Cannot copy file.
Description:
Measure:

Copying of the file failed.
An access error of the file occurred. Check the permissions and status of the environment variable
'HULPATH.'
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55

Cannot move file.
Description:
Measure:

56

Cannot delete record.
Description:
Measure:

57

Issuance of the request failed because the termination process of the Send daemon is ongoing.
Start up the Send daemon and issue the request again.

Cannot open trg information.
Description:
Measure:

65

Writing of the communication buffer failed.
The line may have been disconnected. Check the status of the line, and try again.

Send daemon received the term request and ended.
Description:
Measure:

64

Reading of the communications buffer failed.
The line may have been disconnected. Check the status of the line, and try again.

A write socket error.
Description:
Measure:

63

Socket connection failed.
Connection of the socket failed. Check the port number of the remote host.

A read socket error.
Description:
Measure:

62

Acquisition of the file size failed.
An access error of the file occurred. Check the permissions and status of the environment variable
'HULPATH.'

A connect socket error.
Description:
Measure:

61

The specified value has exceeded the upper limit value.
Check the content of the parameter and re-execute.

Cannot get filesize.
Description:
Measure:

60

Specified ID does not exist.
Specify an ID existing in the Management Information and re-execute.

Over max count.
Description:
Measure:

59

Deletion of the record failed.
An access error of the file occurred. Check the permissions and status of the environment variable
'HULPATH.'

Not found ID.
Description:
Measure:

58

Copying of the file failed.
An access error of the file occurred. Check the permissions and status of the environment variable
'HULPATH.'

Access to the File Trigger Information file failed.
An access error of the file occurred. Check the permissions and status of the environment variable
'HULPATH.'

Usage
Description:
Measure:

A parameter error occurred.
Specify the correct parameter.
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72

Illegal date range.
Description:
Measure:

73

A filename error.
Description:
Measure:

74

Job during remote job execution terminated abnormally.
Check the log of the job execution side.

A socket error.
Description:
Measure:

83

An error occurred in the host that acknowledged the request during remote job execution.
Check the log on the requestee side.

A job execute error.
Description:
Measure:

82

When multicasting in the Synchronous Transfer, some of sending were cancelled.

A server error.
Description:
Measure:

81

In the Synchronous Transfer, all of sending were cancelled.

Some of sending were canceled.
Description:

80

A resending error of the Alert Resend command.
Details are output to the log of the Alert Resend command. Please check.

All of sending were canceled.
Description:

79

An error occurred in the remote host.
Check the error details of the remote host.

A resend error.
Description:
Measure:

78

The command ended because the file specified with the command parameter does not exist.

A server error.
Description:
Measure:

77

Specified data was not found.
Check the parameters. Correct and re-execute the command if necessary.

QUIT.
Description:

76

Access to various files failed.
Check the specified file name.

No target data.
Description:
Measure:

75

An error in the specified date.
Specify the correct date.

A socket error at the time of remote job execution.
There may be an error in the socket stream, and so on. Check the environment.

Job ID is not found.
Description:
Measure:

Job ID is not registered.
Check the Job Information of the job execution side.
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84

A file access error.
Description:
Measure:

85

Job time out.
Description:
Measure:

86

There is an error in the data contents.
Check the specification of the parameter and the data contents.

No corresponding transmission information.
Description:
Measure:

97

The request has already been acknowledged.

Illegal data.
Description:
Measure:

96

The IP Version (ipversion) of the System Environment Settings is invalid.
Set a correct value to IP Version (ipversion) of the System Environment Settings.

Duplicated request.
Description:

95

A parameter error during the remote job execution.
Check the argument, and re-execute.

A version error
Description:
Measure:

91

An memory error during remote job execution.
Check the environment of the operating system, and re-execute.

A parameter error.
Description:
Measure:

90

Writing of the log file at the time of remote job execution failed.
An access error of the file occurred. Check the permissions and status of the environment variable
'HULPATH' and the various displayed files.

A memory error.
Description:
Measure:

89

Opening of the log file during remote job execution file failed.
An access error of the file occurred. Check the permissions and the status of HULPATH and the various
displayed files.

A log file write error.
Description:
Measure:

88

The job ended abnormally due to timeout.
Check the content of the job and re-execute.

A log file open error.
Description:
Measure:

87

Access to the file failed.
An access error of the file occurred. Check the permissions and the status of the environment variables
'HULPATH' and 'HULEXEP.'

Target transfer does not exist.
Check the specified parameter (host name, File ID and the like) of the command.

Failed to release the space of unused file records.
Description:
Measure:

Failed to release the space of unused file records.
Check the current permissions and setting for the environment variable HULPATH, the state of the file, free
disk space, and so on, and run the command again.
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99
Description:
Measure:

101

A parameter error.

Description:
Measure:
102

Measure:

Measure:

Measure:

Measure:

There is an error in the registration of the Host Information during the execution of the Job Execution Result
Notification.
Check the Host Information.

A service file error.

Description:
Measure:
108

Reading from the communication socket or the file failed during the execution of the Job Execution Result
Notification.
There may be an error in the socket stream, file system, or the operating system and so on. Check the
environment.

A host information error.

Description:

107

Writing the communication socket or the file failed during the execution of the Job Execution Result
Notification.
There may be an error in the socket stream, file system, or the operating system and so on. Check the
environment.

A read file error.

Description:

106

The connection to the Observe daemon of the sending side failed during the execution of the Job Execution
Result Notification.
Check that the Observe daemon of the sending side has started, and check the Observe Port No. in the Host
Information of the receiving side as well as the port no. of the Observe daemon of the sending side.

A write file error.

Description:

105

Acquiring an environment variable failed during the execution of the Job Execution Result Notification.
Check the Shell script where the Job Information of Post-receive Job and the command have been
registered.

A connection error.

Description:

104

There is an error in the startup parameter when the Job Execution Result Notification is executed.
Check the contents of the parameter.

Get environment error.

Description:
Measure:

103

Registration of management information by the management information batch registration failed.
There is an error in the description format of the parameter file, specification method of the field or in the
specified parameter of the command. Check the parameter file, specified parameter of the command, and
re-execute.

There is an error in the contents of the Observe Definition file (service.db) during the execution of the Job
Execution Result Notification.
Check the contents of the Observe Definition file (service.db).

A write error.

Description:
Measure:

Writing the communication socket or the file failed during the execution of the Job Execution Result
Notification.
There may be an error in the socket stream, file system, or the operating system and so on. Check the
environment.
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109

A read error.

Description:
Measure:

110

Message file open error.

Description:
Measure:
111

Measure:

Failed to set the environment variable.
Check the environment of the operating system, and re-execute.

A screen error.

Description:
Measure:
122

Version error occurred.
Version mismatch has occurred in the connection to HULFT Product. Check the version of HULFT Product.

put environment error.

Description:
Measure:
121

Acquisition of memory failed.
Check the environment of the operating system, and re-execute.

A version error.

Description:
Measure:
120

Abnormality occurred in the Observe daemon during the execution of the Job Execution Result
Notification.
The sending side (requestee side) is abnormal. Re-execute after checking.

A memory error.

Description:
Measure:
118

Cancelled from the sending side during the execution of the Job Execution Result Notification.
The sending side (requestee side) is abnormal. Re-execute after checking.

A server error.

Description:

114

Acquisition of the host name failed during the execution of the Job Execution Result Notification.
There may be an error in the socket stream, operating system, or other failure may have occurred. Check the
environment.

A server error.

Description:
Measure:
113

Opening of the notification message output destination file failed during the execution of the Job
Execution Result Notification.
Check the contents of the Observe Definition file (service.db).

A hostname error.

Description:
Measure:

112

Reading from the communication socket or the file failed during the execution of the Job Execution Result
Notification.
There may be an error in the socket stream, file system, or the operating system and so on. Check the
environment.

Failed to create the environment for the screen.
Check the environment of the operating system, and re-execute.

knjcode error.

Description:
Measure:

Failed to acquire the Kanji Code Type (knjcode) in the System Environment Settings.
Check the setting of the Kanji Code Type (knjcode) in the System Environment Settings.
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124

ID cannot be longer than 8 bytes.

Description:

Measure:
125

hullang error.

Description:
Measure:
126

Failed to acquire Date Format.
Check the setting of Date Format in the System Environment Settings.

Code Set Combination error.

Description:

Measure:
128

Failed to acquire HULFT Operation Language (hullang).
Check the settings of HULFT Operation Language (hullang) in the System Environment Settings.

datefmt error.

Description:
Measure:
127

The remote host is lower than HULFT Ver.8, or the Use HULFT7 Comm.Mode (hul7mode) in the Host
Information is set to 'Y (enabled).' ID with a size of 9 bytes or more cannot be used for the Management
Information.
Specify each ID within 8 bytes in the Management Information.

The combination of the following two code sets is not supported:
1. The code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (cs4trnsfr) in the System Environment Settings on
the local host
2. The code set specified for Code Set for Transfer in the System Environment Settings on the host that
created the joined file
Check supported combinations of code sets.

Combination Error with EBCDIC Set.

Description:

Measure:

The combination of the following two code sets is not supported:
1. The code set specified for Code Set for Transfer in the System Environment Settings on the host that
created the joined file
2. The code set specified for EBCDIC set with a parameter on the local host
Check supported combinations of code sets.
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2.3 Termination status of cluster exclusive utility
When a cluster exclusive utility (hulclustersnd, hulclusterrcv, hulclusterobs) has terminated successfully, it returns the exit code
'0.' When the utility has terminated unsuccessfully, it returns an exit code other than '0.'
1 to 50
Description:
Measure:

51

A file write error (writefilename).
Description:
Measure:

52

Measure:

For Send daemon:

$HULPATH/.#hulclustersnd.lock

For Receive daemon:

$HULPATH/.#hulclusterrcv.lock

For Observe daemon:

$HULPATH/.#hulclusterobs.lock

Daemon has already acknowledged the termination request.
After the daemon terminates, restart it and issue a request.

The daemon is in the termination processing. The request cannot be acknowledged.
Description:
Measure:

57

When the termination synchronous function was executed, the daemon experienced an error when
acquiring the lock for the control file to monitor termination.
Check whether the control file is in a valid condition (with no access permission to the directory). The
control file name is as follows:

The daemon has already acknowledged the termination request.
Description:
Measure:

56

Failed to set the trace log setting by using the '-set' parameter of the hulenv restore command.
When you set '1' to any digit of the 3-digit number in Output to Trace Logs (tracelog), check the output file
name specified in Trace Output File Name (tlogfile). Also check the permissions and status of the HULFT
message file (tracemsg.dat).

A lock error.
Description:

55

Failed to read the file specified in the '-set' parameter of the hulenv restore command.
Check the permission for the specified file.

tlogfile setting error.
Description:
Measure:

54

Failed to write to the file specified in the '-query' parameter of the hulenv inquiry command.
Check the permission for the specified file.

A file read error (readfilename).
Description:
Measure:

53

Daemon terminated unsuccessfully.
The termination status of utility is the termination status of the target daemon. For details of the measures,
refer to the measures described in "Termination Status upon Daemon Startup."

Daemon is in the termination processing. The request cannot be acknowledged.
After the daemon terminates, restart it and issue a request.

[hulsndd] hulsndd.pid file rewrite error.
Description:
Measure:

Failed to restructure the pid file of the Send daemon.
When the utility terminates with this error code, the Send daemon (hulsndd) terminates unsuccessfully.
Check the setting of Pid File Generation Path (piddir), and restart the Send daemon.
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58

[hulsndd] sndpsnum set error.
Description:
Measure:

97

Failed to set the value for Send Process Multiplex Level (sndpsnum) by using the '-set' parameter of the
hulenv restore command.
There may be insufficient memory. Check the environment.

Received request cannot be processed.
Description:
Measure:

100

Require timeout.

Description:
Measure:
101

Measure:

The daemon terminated unsuccessfully during standby in the start synchronization mode or the remote
heartbeat mode with the start synchronization command ('-start' parameter).
An invalid signal may have been sent to the daemon. Check the environment.

A file open error.

Description:
Measure:
109

Access to the System Environment Settings file ($HULPATH/hulenv.conf) failed.
Check the permission for the System Environment Settings file. Also, check whether the environment
variable 'HULPATH' is set correctly.

hul[sndd|rcvd|obsd] abnormal end.

Description:

106

An environmental error in HULFT.
Check whether the environment variables 'HULPATH' and 'HULEXEP' are set correctly.

hulenv.conf error.

Description:
Measure:

105

A parameter error.
Check whether or not the entered parameter is correct.

An environmental error.

Description:
Measure:
104

HULFT version in use does not support clustering, or the version supporting clustering is not installed.
Check the product you purchased.

Usage

Description:
Measure:
103

A time-out occurred.
Specify a longer value for the time-out value that is specified with parameter '-timeout.'

HULFT is not Type-CL or HULFT Type-CL is not installed.

Description:
Measure:
102

A utility for the clustering function has requested the processing that the daemon cannot process.
Check that the revision level of the utility for the clustering function matches the level of the daemon.

Failed to open the file for environment resetting by using the '-set' parameter of the hulenv restore
command.
Check the permission for the specified file.

A lock error.

Description:
Measure:

An error occurred in the utility during lock acquisition to the control file for termination monitoring with
the termination synchronous function.
Check whether the control file is in a valid condition (with no access permission to the directory). The
control file name is as follows:
For Send daemon:

$HULPATH/.#hulclustersnd.lock

For Receive daemon:

$HULPATH/.#hulclusterrcv.lock

For Observe daemon:

$HULPATH/.#hulclusterobs.lock
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110

Fork failure.

Description:
Measure:
111

hulsndd is not running.

Description:
Measure:
112

Measure:

A wrong value is specified for the environment variable 'HULPATH.'
Check the settings for the environment variable 'HULPATH.'

Cannot get max socksize of OS.

Description:
Measure:
120

An invalid tag value was specified to be restored in the '-set' parameter of the hulenv restore command.
Set a valid value to the tag to restore in the System Environment Settings.

HULPATH invalid.

Description:
Measure:
119

Failed to open the pipe to monitor the start synchronization mode or the heartbeat mode, by using the '-set'
parameter of the hulenv restore command.
The operating system may be in unstable condition. Check the environment.

An invalid tag.

Description:
Measure:
118

Reading of the communication socket in the local host failed.
The operating system may be in unstable condition. Check the environment.

A pipe open failure.

Description:

117

Writing of the communication socket in the local host failed.
The operating system may be in unstable condition. Check the environment.

A socket read error.

Description:
Measure:
116

Failed to communicate with either the Send daemon, the Receive daemon, or the Observe daemon.
Either the Send daemon, the Receive daemon, or the Observe daemon may not have started or may not be
communicating properly. If a utility ended with this exit code despite the active status of the daemon,
restart the daemon.

A socket write error.

Description:
Measure:
115

Failed to communicate with the Send daemon.
The Send daemon may have not started or may not communicate properly.
If a utility ended with this exit code despite the active status of the Send daemon, restart the Send daemon.

A socket connect error.

Description:
Measure:

114

The Send daemon is not started.
Start the Send daemon.

A FIFO interprocess communication error.

Description:
Measure:

113

Failed to create the daemon startup process or monitoring process with the start synchronization command
('-start' parameter).
The number of processes may have exceeded the limit in your environment. Check the environment.

Failed to acquire the maximum socket buffer size of the operating system.
The operating system may be in unstable condition. Check the environment.

Cannot get max socksize of OS.

Description:
Measure:

Failed to acquire the maximum socket buffer size of the operating system.
The operating system may be in unstable condition. Check the environment.
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125

A fatal error.

Description:
Measure:

A fatal error occurred.
The operating system may be in unstable condition. Check the environment.
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3.1 Output log summary
Users can refer to the following three types of logs that are output by HULFT:
l Logs output by each daemon
l Operation log
l Message log (old log)

3.1.1

Logs output by each daemon

You can output messages for operations performed by the Send daemon, the Receive daemon, the Observe daemon, and each
processes to the following location:
l Trace log
l System log (syslog)
A log record is output in the following events:
l The start and exit of sending
l The start and exit of receiving
l The execution and end of a Post-send Job
l The execution and end of a Post-receive Job
l The occurrence of an error
= Remarks =
You can output only the messages or information that you want to check to the trace log and to the system log (syslog).
You can use the following functions and capabilities for outputting only the log (message) records that you want to check:
l Filtering log (message) records to output
l Specifying information to be output to the log
For details on these functions and capabilities, refer to Administration Manual.

3.1.1.1 Log (message) output contents and output destination
You can specify the content to be output and the output destination of log (message) records by specifying the following fields
in the System Environment Settings:
l Trace Output Version (tlogver)
l Log Size Reduction Mode (logreduction)
l Output to Trace Logs (tracelog)
l Output to System Logs (syslog)
l Trace Output File Name (tlogfile)
In this section, the fields in the System Environment Settings, the parameters that you can specify upon starting a daemon, and
the output destination of log records are explained in relation to each other.
For the System Environment Settings, refer to Administration Manual. For the parameter specified upon starting a daemon, refer
to Operation Manual.
Log (message) output content
Log (message) output content differs depending on the settings for Trace Output Version (tlogver) and Log Size
Reduction Mode (logreduction).
For the output content, refer to 3.2.1.1 Common header area.

Table 3.1 Log (message) output content
Log Size Reduction Mode
(logreduction)

Description

0

Output all information

1

Output only common header area
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Values set in the System Environment Settings and the output destination of log (message) records
The following explains the combination of the values that are specified in Output to Trace Logs (tracelog) and Output to
System Logs (syslog) in the System Environment Settings to determine the output destination. These settings are the same
when Trace Output Version (tlogver) is set to "84", "8", "7", or "6".

Table 3.2 Values set in the System Environment Settings and the output destination of log (message)
records
Output to Trace Logs
(tracelog) (*1)

Output to System Logs
(syslog) (*1)

0

0

Log (message) records are not output

0

1

Log (message) records are output to the syslog

1

0

Log (message) records are output to the trace log

1

1

Log (message) records are output to the trace log and syslog

Description

*1 : You can specify output settings for each message level. For details on the settings, refer to Administration Manual.
If you have specified whether to output the log records for a message number by using the Message Filter file, the settings that
you specified in the Message Filter file override the settings specified in Output to Trace Logs (tracelog) and Output to System
Logs (syslog). For details on the Message Filter file, refer to Administration Manual.

Output destination of log (message) records by parameter specified at the time of daemon startup
The output destination of the log (message) records changes according to the parameter that you specify when you start
up a daemon.
When you specify a parameter to determine the output destination of log (message) records, it is necessary that the values
for Output to Trace Logs (tracelog), Output to System Logs (syslog), and Trace Output File Name (tlogfile) have been
set. For example, when you specify 'hulsndd -s' while the value for Output to System Logs (syslog) is set to '000,' an error
occurs.
The output destinations of the log (message) records by parameter are shown below.
If Trace Output Version (tlogver) is "84", "8", or "7"

Table 3.3 Output destination of log (message) records by parameter specified at the time of daemon
startup
Daemon to Start

Send daemon (hulsndd)
Receive daemon (hulrcvd)

Observe daemon (hulobsd)

Output Destination of Log
(Message)

Specified Parameter
None

Trace Log, syslog

-l file

Trace log output destination file
specified by the parameter

-s

syslog

-l

Trace log

None

Trace log, syslog

-l file

Trace log output destination file
specified by the parameter

-s

syslog
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If Trace Output Version (tlogver) is '6'

Table 3.4 Output destination of log (message) records by parameter specified at the time of daemon
startup
Daemon to Start

Send daemon (hulsndd)
Receive daemon (hulrcvd)

Output Destination of Log
(Message)

Specified Parameter
None

Trace log

Message log is not output

-l file

Trace log output destination file
specified by the parameter

Trace log output destination
file specified by the parameter

-s

Trace log

-l

Observe daemon (hulobsd)

Output Destination of
Message Log

None

Trace log

-l file

Trace log output destination file
specified by the parameter

-s

Trace log

syslog
Console

Message log is not output

= Remarks =
l Message log is output regardless of the settings of Output to Trace Logs (tracelog) and Output to
System Logs (syslog).
l When the trace log is output to the syslog, priority is set to 'LOG_INFO.'
Setting Example
The example below shows how to output log (message) records by using start commands for each HULFT resident
daemons.
Outputting all log (message) records to the trace log and syslog with V8.4 header
Trace Output Version (tlogver) : 84
Output to Trace Logs (tracelog) : 111
Output to System Logs (syslog) : 111
Startup of daemon
: Startup without argument
hulsndd
hulrcvd
hulobsd
Log (message) records are output to the trace log and syslog with the V8.4 header.
Outputting log (message) records to the trace log only
Output to Trace Logs (tracelog) : 111
Output to System Logs (syslog) : 000
Startup of daemon
: Specify file name by argument -l
hulsndd -l /usr/local/log/hullog_snd
hulrcvd -l /usr/local/log/hullog_rcv
hulobsd -l /usr/local/log/hullog_obs
Log (message) records are output to each file specified with '-l.'
Outputting log (message) records to the syslog only
Output to Trace Logs (tracelog) : 000
Output to System Logs (syslog) : 111
Startup of daemon
: Startup with argument -s
hulsndd -s
hulrcvd -s
hulobsd -s
Log (message) records are output to the syslog.
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Outputting only common header area to the file specified by the Trace Output File Name
Output to Trace Logs (tracelog)
: 111
Log Size Reduction Mode (logreduction) : 1
Trace Output File Name (tlogfile)
: /usr/local/log/tlogfile
Startup of daemon
: Startup without argument
hulsndd
hulrcvd
hulobsd
Only common header area of log (message) records will be output to the file '/usr/local/log/tlogfile,' specified for
Trace Output File Name (tlogfile).
When you do not output log (message) records
Output to Trace Logs (tracelog) : 000
Output to System Logs (syslog) : 000
Trace Output File Name (tlogfile) : Optional
Startup of daemon
: Startup without argument
hulsndd
hulrcvd
hulobsd
Log (message) records will not be output even if Trace Output File Name (tlogfile) is specified.

3.1.2

Operation log

This is a feature to output logs, first introduced in HULFT Ver.7. You can use this feature to record who ran commands or
accessed files on HULFT and when they did so.
Operation Log Output Option (oplselect) in the System Environment Settings allows you to enable or disable output of the
Operation Log, namely, the File Access Log and/or the Command Execution Log.
For more information on the Operation Log, refer to Administration Manual.

3.1.3

Message log (old log)

These are messages that are output by HULFT Ver.5. The Send daemon and/or the Receive daemon output message logs. A
message log is output in events such as the start and exit of sending, the start and exit of receiving, or a failure in the Post-send
job or the Post-receive job.
The log is output to a file when you specify {-l [file] | -s} upon startup of the Send daemon or the Receive daemon. A message
log is output only when you specify '6' for Trace Output Version (tlogver) in the System Environment Settings.

Note
l

l

Message Log is a function that is retained to provide compatibility. It does not contain logs that are created in the
current version of HULFT.
The Observe daemon does not output a message log.
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3.2 Logs output by each daemon
3.2.1

Message format output by each daemon

Messages output by each daemon are divided into a common header area and a message area.

Common header area
The common header area is added to all messages.
The content that is output differs depending on the version that you specify.
Message area
Message content is output.
= Remarks =
You can output only the common header area of the log (message) records to the trace log and to the system log (syslog)
by specifying "1" for Log Size Reduction Mode (logreduction).
For details on the settings, refer to Administration Manual.

3.2.1.1 Common header area
The content that is output varies according to the settings of Trace Output Version (tlogver) in the System Environment
Settings.
The table below shows the version of the common header area that is output to logs for each setting.

Table 3.5 Version of common header area that is output to logs
Value Specified for Trace Output Version (tlogver)

Version

84

V8.4 header

8

V8 header

7

V7 header

6

V6 header

This section explains the information output by specifying each version.
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(1) V8.4 header

ID
Message number
The message number consists of 7 digits. The meaning of each digit is explained below.
First digit: message level
I:
W:
E:

Information
Warning
Error

Second digit: program type
0:
1:
2:
3:
8:
L:
P:

Service
Receive
Observe
Send
Scheduler
Other
Operation log

Third and fourth digit: for internal use by the system
From fifth through seventh digit: detail codes (codes for each program)
DATE
Log output date
The date format varies depending on the value set for Date Format (datefmt) in the System Environment Settings.
CLASS
Message level
I:
W:
E:

Information
Warning
Error

HULCHARACTER
HULFT Identifier
Outputs the setting of HULFT Identifier (hulcharacter) in the System Environment Settings.
When you omit this setting, the field is left blank.
PNAME
Process name
Send:
Receive:
Observe:

hulsndd hulsnd
hulrcvd
hulobsd

PID
Process ID
DTLCODE
Detail error code
The error code returned from the operating system is set.
Therefore, an error code other than '0' may be set despite successful operation.
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MYHOST
Host name
The host name that is set for Local Host Name (myhostname) in the System Environment Settings is output.
UID
User ID
Outputs information about the user permissions that are used for the processing within HULFT.
UNAME
User name
Outputs information about the user permissions that are used for the processing within HULFT.
FID
File ID
SNAME
Service name
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(2) V8 header

ID
Message number
The message number consists of 7 digits. The meaning of each digit is explained below.
First digit: message level
I:
W:
E:

Information
Warning
Error

Second digit: program type
0:
1:
2:
3:
8:
L:
P:

Service
Receive
Observe
Send
Scheduler
Other
Operation log

Third and fourth digit: for internal use by the system
From fifth through seventh digit: detail codes (codes for each program)
DATE
Log output date
The date format varies depending on the value set for Date Format (datefmt) in the System Environment Settings.
CLASS
Message level
I:
W:
E:

Information
Warning
Error

HULCHARACTER
HULFT Identifier
Specify the setting of HULFT Identifier (hulcharacter) in the System Environment Settings.
When you omit this setting, the field is left blank.
PNAME
Process name
Send:
Receive:
Observe:

hulsndd hulsnd
hulrcvd
hulobsd

PID
Process ID
DTLCODE
Detail error code
The error code returned from the operating system is set.
Therefore, an error code other than '0' may be set despite successful operation.
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MYHOST
Host name
The host name that is set for Local Host Name (myhostname) in the System Environment Settings is output.
UID
User ID
Outputs information about the user permissions that are used for the processing within HULFT.

(3) V7 header

DATE
Log output date
The date format varies depending on the value set for Date Format (datefmt) in the System Environment Settings.
CLASS
Message level
I:
W:
E:

Information
Warning
Error

HULCHARACTER
HULFT Identifier
Outputs the setting of HULFT Identifier (hulcharacter) in the System Environment Settings.
When you omit this setting, the field is left blank.
PNAME
Process name
Send:
Receive:
Observe:

hulsndd hulsnd
hulrcvd
hulobsd

PID
Process ID
DTLCODE
Detail error code
The error code returned from the operating system is set.
Therefore, an error code other than '0' may be set despite successful operation.
MYHOST
Host name
The host name that is set for Local Host Name (myhostname) in the System Environment Settings is output.
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(4) V6 header

DATE
Log output date
The date format varies depending on the value set for Date Format (datefmt) in the System Environment Settings.
CLASS
Classification
N:
W:
R:
E:

Successful
Warning
Retry
Error

PNAME
Process name
Send:
Receive:
Observe:

hulsndd hulsnd
hulrcvd
hulobsd

PID
Process ID
MYHOST
Host name
The host name that is set for Local Host Name (myhostname) in the System Environment Settings is output.
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3.2.1.2 Message area
In the message area, the message content which users need to check is output.

The information in an output message is displayed in the format 'Member name = Data.' The following section describes each
member name:
MSG=Message
REQUEST=Content of requested order
REPLY=Content of response to order
STS=Status Code of HULFT
DSTS=Detail Code of HULFT
STSMSG=Message of the Status code output by HULFT
DSTSMSG=Message of the Detail code output by HULFT
STRERROR=Details of error message
FILEID=File ID
FMTID=Format ID
MFMTID=Multi Format ID
TGRPID=Transfer Group ID
JOBID=Job ID
DBID=Interface DBID
FILENAME=File Name
HOSTNAME=Host Name
EXECJOB=Job to be executed
SERVICE=Service Name
PARAM=Parameter Name
PID=Child Process ID
TRANSTYPE=Transfer Type
ITEMTYPE=Field type in the Format Information
RETRYTIME=Connect Retry Interval
SOCKTIME=Socket Read Timeout
IPADDRESS=IP Address of the remote host
RETRYCNT=Retry Count
RECCNT=Record Count
FILESIZE=File Size
LENGTH=Length
VERSION=Version of HULFT on the remote host
PRIORITY=Priority
JOBSTS=Job Status
EXITCODE=Exit Code
VALUE=Value
CMDSTS=Termination status to be returned to the requested command
CMDSTSMSG=Message corresponding to termination status
TYPE=Type
TRGID=Trigger ID
EVENT=Detected monitoring type
TMPNAME=Temporary File Name
SIGNUM=Signal Number
TRANSUNIT=Transfer unit
SNDSOCKSIZE=Socket Buffer Size for Data Sending
RCVSOCKSIZE=Socket Buffer Size for Data Receiving
MSS=MSS value
TTMODE=Transfer Preference
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TTRCVOMIT=Result Handling of Receiving
TTRCVFILOUTPUT=Output Receive File
TTSNDJOB=Post-send job
TTRCVJOB=Post-receive job
TTSNDRCVLOG=Output Results to Transfer Logs
REQUESTED_COUNT=Number of cancellation attempt
CANCELED_COUNT=Number of canceled processing
MYCODESET=Code Set for Transfer of the local host
YOURCODESET=Code Set for Transfer of the remote host
EBCDICSET=EBCDIC Set
HTTPSTS=HTTP Status
TRID=Transfer ID
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3.2.2

Output message

The following format is used to explain the messages output by daemons.
Message number Output message
Message level:
Measure:

This part provides the level of the message.
This part provides the solution for the message.

(1) Common Output Message
I0011006 MSG=Connection close. IPADDRESS=%s
Message Level:

I

I0011015 MSG=Acquired the socket buffer size (SO_SNDBUF) from the operating system successfu
lly. SNDSOCKSIZE=%d
Message Level:

I

I0011016 MSG=Acquired the socket buffer size (SO_RCVBUF) from the operating system successfu
lly. RCVSOCKSIZE=%d
Message Level:

I

I0011018 MSG=HULFT uses the maximum value of SNDSOCKSIZE in the operating system for its own
SNDSOCKSIZE. SNDSOCKSIZE=%d
Message Level:

I

I0011019 MSG=HULFT uses the maximum value of RCVSOCKSIZE in the operating system for its own
RCVSOCKSIZE. RCVSOCKSIZE=%d
Message Level:

I

I0013003 MSG=Job exec start. JOBID=%s EXECJOB=%s
Message Level:

I

I0013004 MSG=Job exec end. JOBID=%s EXECJOB=%s JOBSTS=%d
Message Level:

I

I0013007 MSG=Job exec start. JOBID=%s EXECJOB=%s
Message Level:

I

I0013008 MSG=Job exec end. JOBID=%s EXECJOB=%s JOBSTS=%d
Message Level:

I

I0016003 MSG=Set value. PARAM=%s VALUE=%s
Message Level:

I

I0016018 MSG=Use default value. PARAM=%s VALUE=%s
Message Level:

I

W0002004 MSG=Failed to lock the Exclusive Control file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W
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W0003001 MSG=Operation log directory access error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W0003002 MSG=Operation log open error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W0003003 MSG=Operation log allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W0003004 MSG=Operation log move error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W0003005 MSG=Operation log write error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W0003006 MSG=Operation log allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W0003007 MSG=Operation log open error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W0011020 MSG=Connection timeout. IPADDRESS=%s
Message Level:

W

W0011021 MSG=MSG=Exceeded the maximum number of file descriptors that can be obtained in thi
s process. IPADDRESS=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

W
Wait until other processing ends, and retry the processing.

W0013002 MSG=Job information is not found. JOBID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

W
Check that the relevant record is registered in the Job Information.

W0013005 MSG=Job exec end. JOBID=%s EXECJOB=%s JOBSTS=%d
Message Level:

W

W0013006 MSG=Job information is not found. JOBID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

W
Check that the relevant record is registered in the Job Information.

W0013009 MSG=Job exec end. JOBID=%s EXECJOB=%s JOBSTS=%d
Message Level:

W

W0013011 MSG=Job exec force end.
Message Level:

W

W0016005 MSG=Value not set. PARAM=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

W
Check that a value is set to the tag in the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf).
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W0016007 MSG=Tag not found. PARAM=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

W
Check that the tag is correctly set in the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf).

W0016009 MSG=Token '=' not found. PARAM=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

W
Check that the equal sign '=' is set in the tag in the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf).

W0016011 MSG=Range error. PARAM=%s VALUE=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

W
Check that the values set to the tags in the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf) are within
the setting range.

W0016013 MSG=Path error. PARAM=%s VALUE=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

W
Check that the path set to the tag in the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf) is correct.

W0016015 MSG=String too long. PARAM=%s VALUE=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

W
Check that the value set to the tag in the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf) does not
exceed the settable string length.

W0016017 MSG=Invalid value. PARAM=%s VALUE=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

W
Check that the available values are correctly described in the System Environment Settings file
(hulenv.conf).

E0001001 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0002001 MSG=Failed to open the Exclusive Control Management file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002002 MSG=Failed to lock the Exclusive Control Management file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002003 MSG=Failed to open the Exclusive Control file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002005 MSG=Failed to lock the Exclusive Control file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002006 MSG=Failed to unlock the Exclusive Control Management file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E
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E0002007 MSG=Failed to unlock the Exclusive Control file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002008 MSG=Failed to unlock the Exclusive Control Management file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002009 MSG=Failed to truncate the Deletion Target List file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002010 MSG=Failed to open the Deletion Target List file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002011 MSG=Failed to lock the Deletion Target List file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002012 MSG=Failed to seek the Deletion Target List file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002013 MSG=Failed to write the Deletion Target List file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002014 MSG=Failed to fsync the Deletion Target List file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002015 MSG=Failed to unlock the Deletion Target List file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002016 MSG=Failed to open the Deletion Target List file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002017 MSG=Failed to unlink the Deletion Target List Temporary file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=
%s
Message Level:

E

E0002018 MSG=Failed to stat the Deletion Target List Temporary file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002019 MSG=Failed to open the Deletion Target List Temporary file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002020 MSG=Failed to seek the Deletion Target List Temporary file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002021 MSG=Failed to seek the Deletion Target List Temporary file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002022 MSG=Failed to read the Deletion Target List file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002023 MSG=Failed to write the Deletion Target List Temporary file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E
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E0002024 MSG=Failed to fsync the Deletion Target List Temporary file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002025 MSG=Failed to move the Deletion Target List Temporary file. TMPNAME=%s FILENAME=%s
STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002026 MSG=Failed to unlink the Deletion Target List Temporary file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=
%s
Message Level:

E

E0002027 MSG=Failed to unlink the Deletion Target List Temporary file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=
%s
Message Level:

E

E0002028 MSG=Failed to open the Deletion Target List Temporary file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002029 MSG=Failed to move the Deletion Target List Temporary file. TMPNAME=%s FILENAME=%s
STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0002030 MSG=Failed to unlink the Deletion Target List Temporary file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=
%s
Message Level:

E

E0002031 MSG=Failed to unlink the Deletion Target List Temporary file. TMPNAME=%s FILENAME=%
s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0004001 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0004002 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0005001 MSG=Process fork error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the memory usage and the number of processes.

E0005002 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0006001 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.
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E0006002 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E0007001 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E0007002 MSG=Socket write error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0007003 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E0007004 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0007005 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E0007006 MSG=Socket write error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0007007 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0007008 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E0007009 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.
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E0007010 MSG=Socket write error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0007011 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0007012 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E0007013 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0007014 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E0007015 MSG=Socket write error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0007016 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0007017 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E0007018 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0007019 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.
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E0007020 MSG=Data item not enough. datasize=%u
Message Level:

E

E0007021 MSG=Socket write error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0007022 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0007023 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E0007024 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0007025 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E0007026 MSG=Data item not enough. datasize=%u
Message Level:

E

E0007027 MSG=Data item not enough. datasize=%u
Message Level:

E

E0007028 MSG=Data item not enough. datasize=%u
Message Level:

E

E0007029 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E0007030 MSG=Socket write error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0007031 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.
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E0007032 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E0007033 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0007034 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0007035 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0007036 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0007037 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0007038 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0007039 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0007040 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0007041 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0007042 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0007043 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0007044 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0007045 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0007046 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0007047 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E
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E0007048 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0007049 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0007050 MSG=Socket timeout. IPADDRESS=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:

E

E0008001 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0008002 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0008003 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E0008004 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E0010001 MSG=Process fork error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the memory usage and the number of processes.

E0011001 MSG=Socket create error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the specified host name and port number are correct.

E0011002 MSG=Socket option error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0011003 MSG=Socket option error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0011004 MSG=Socket create error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the specified host name and port number are correct.
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E0011005 MSG=Socket create error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the specified host name and port number are correct.

E0011007 MSG=Socket option error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0011008 MSG=Socket option error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0011009 MSG=Socket option error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0011010 MSG=Socket create error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the specified host name and port number are correct.

E0011011 MSG=Socket connect error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the network environment. Then, check that the specified host name and port number are
correct.

E0011012 MSG=Socket option error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0011013 MSG=Socket option error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0011014 MSG=Socket option error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0011017 MSG=Socket option error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0011022 MSG=Process fork error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the memory usage and the number of processes.

E0011023 MSG=Failed to acquire the maximum value of SNDSOCKSIZE from the operating system.
Message Level:

E

E0011024 MSG=Failed to acquire the maximum value of RCVSOCKSIZE from the operating system.
Message Level:

E

E0011026 MSG=Length of path for UNIX domain socket exceeds the limit specified in the operat
ing system. FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

E
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E0011027 MSG=Length of path for UNIX domain socket exceeds the limit specified in the operat
ing system. FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

E

E0012001 MSG=Socket create error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the network environment. Then, check that the specified host name and port number are
correct.

E0012002 MSG=Socket option error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0012003 MSG=Socket connect error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the network environment. Then, check that the specified host name and port number are
correct.

E0012004 MSG=Socket option error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0012005 MSG=Socket option error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E0013001 MSG=Process fork error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the memory usage and the number of processes.

E0013010 MSG=Process fork error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the memory usage and the number of processes.

E0015001 MSG=File open error. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E0015002 MSG=File lock error. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E0016002 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E0016004 MSG=Value not set. PARAM=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that a value is set to the tag in the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf).
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E0016006 MSG=Tag not found. PARAM=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the tag is correctly set in the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf).

E0016008 MSG=Token '=' not found. PARAM=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the equal sign '=' is set in the tag in the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf).

E0016010 MSG=Range error. PARAM=%s VALUE=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the values set to the tags in the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf) are within
the setting range.

E0016012 MSG=Path error. PARAM=%s VALUE=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the path set to the tag in the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf) is correct.

E0016014 MSG=String too long. PARAM=%s VALUE=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the value set to the tag in the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf) does not
exceed the settable string length.

E0016016 MSG=Invalid value. PARAM=%s VALUE=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the available values are correctly described in the System Environment Settings file
(hulenv.conf).

E0017001 MSG=Log file lock error. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E0017002 MSG=Log file move error. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E0017003 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E0017004 MSG=Log file open error. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E0017005 MSG=Log file seek error. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.
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E0017006 MSG=Log file seek error. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E0017007 MSG=Log file truncate error. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E0017008 MSG=Log file write error. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.
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(2) Output Message upon Sending
I3002002 MSG=Add send queue. FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3008001 MSG=hulsndd end.
Message Level:

I

I3008005 MSG=hulsndd end.
Message Level:

I

I3011001 MSG=hulsndd start.
Message Level:

I

I3011002 MSG=hulsndd start (from hulclustersnd -endwait).
Message Level:

I

I3011003 MSG=hulsndd start (from hulclustersnd).
Message Level:

I

I3011006 MSG=hulsndd end.
Message Level:

I

I3013002 MSG=The Send processing that was forcibly terminated last time has been added to th
e Resend Queue. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I3013009 MSG=Delete information on the resend queue file.
Message Level:

I

I3013010 MSG=Delete information on the resend status file.
Message Level:

I

I3015001 REQUEST=Send FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3015002 REQUEST=Resend with checkpoint FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3015003 REQUEST=Send (from obs) FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3015004 REQUEST=Resend with checkpoint (from obs) FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3015005 REQUEST=Unsending queue delete FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3015006 REQUEST=Resend FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I
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I3015007 REQUEST=Resend (from obs) FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3015008 REQUEST=Resend record delete FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3015009 REQUEST=Queue delete FILEID=%s TRID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3015010 REQUEST=Queue change FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s PRIORITY=%d
Message Level:

I

I3015012 REQUEST=Exit daemon TYPE=term exit
Message Level:

I

I3015013 REQUEST=Exit daemon TYPE=force exit
Message Level:

I

I3015014 REQUEST=System environment query TYPE=Query All FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I3015015 REQUEST=System environment query TYPE=Query enable set only FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I3015016 REQUEST=System environment resetting FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I3015017 REQUEST=Exit daemon (from hulclustersnd) TYPE=term exit
Message Level:

I

I3015018 REQUEST=Exit daemon (from hulclustersnd) TYPE=force exit
Message Level:

I

I3015019 REQUEST=Alive check
Message Level:

I

I3015020 REQUEST=Send (from HULADMIN) FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3015021 REQUEST=Resend with checkpoint (from HULADMIN) FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3015022 REQUEST=Resend (from HULADMIN) FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3015023 REPLY=Send (from HULADMIN)
Message Level:

I

I3015025 REPLY=Resend with checkpoint (from HULADMIN)
Message Level:

I
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I3015027 REPLY=Resend (from HULADMIN)
Message Level:

I

I3015029 REPLY=Send
Message Level:

I

I3015031 REPLY=Resend with checkpoint
Message Level:

I

I3015033 REPLY=Send (from obs)
Message Level:

I

I3015035 REPLY=Resend with checkpoint (from obs)
Message Level:

I

I3015037 REPLY=Queue delete
Message Level:

I

I3015039 REPLY=Queue change
Message Level:

I

I3015041 REPLY=Unsending queue delete
Message Level:

I

I3015045 REPLY=Exit daemon
Message Level:

I

I3015047 REPLY=Resend
Message Level:

I

I3015049 REPLY=Resend (from obs)
Message Level:

I

I3015051 REPLY=Resend record delete
Message Level:

I

I3015053 REPLY=Alive check
Message Level:

I

I3015055 REPLY=System environment query
Message Level:

I

I3015057 REPLY=System environment resetting
Message Level:

I

I3015059 REPLY=Exit daemon (from hulclustersnd)
Message Level:

I

I3019003 MSG=Transfer Unit is calculated based on Maximum Segment Size (TCP_MAXSEG). MSS=%d
TRANSUNIT=%d
Message Level:

I
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I3021006 MSG=Autoretry resend wait. RETRYTIME=%d FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I3021007 MSG=Send end. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s FILENAME=%s STS=%hd STSMSG=%s DSTS=%hd DSTSMSG=
%s
Message Level:

I

I3021009 MSG=Autoretry resend cancel. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I3021010 MSG=Unlock networked send file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I3021012 MSG=Transfer in Test-run Mode is complete. FILEID=%s, TTMODE=%d TTRCVOMIT=%d TTSNDJ
OB=%d TTSNDRCVLOG=%d
Message Level:

I

I3024002 MSG=Send start. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s FILENAME=%s TRANSTYPE=%c
Message Level:

I

I3024008 MSG=Lock networked send file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I3024012 MSG=Performed autoconfiguration of the EBCDIC Set. EBCDICSET=%c
Message Level:

I

I3025001 MSG=HULFT retries connection using HULFT7 communication mode, because the remote ho
st is in a lower version of HULFT. VERSION=%d FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3025006 MSG=Checking transfer operation in Test-run Mode will start. FILEID=%s, TTMODE=%d T
TRCVOMIT=%d TTSNDJOB=%d TTSNDRCVLOG=%d
Message Level:

I

I3025008 MSG=Checking transfer operation in Test-run Mode will start. FILEID=%s, TTMODE=%d T
TRCVOMIT=%d TTSNDJOB=%d TTSNDRCVLOG=%d
Message Level:

I

I3027002 MSG=HULFT transfers file without compression, because the specified option for the
Compression Preference cannot be used with HULFT7 Communication Mode. FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3027003 MSG=Although the receiving host is HULFT ver.8 or higher, HULFT7 communication mode
is used. FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3027005 MSG=HULFT transfers the file without compression, because the receiving host does n
ot support the specified option for the Compression Preference. FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I3028006 MSG=SAN(FAL) Verify check start FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

I
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I3028014 MSG=SAN(FAL) Verify check end FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I3028016 MSG=SAN(FAL) Verify check start FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I3028025 MSG=SAN(FAL) Verify check end FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I3028027 MSG=SAN(FAL) Verify check start FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I3028036 MSG=SAN(FAL) Verify check end FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I3028038 MSG=SAN(FAL) Verify check start FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I3028048 MSG=SAN(FAL) Verify check end FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I3030001 MSG=HULFT transfers the file without compression, because the receiving host does n
ot support the specified option for the Compression Preference.
Message Level:

I

I3030002 MSG=Checking transfer operation in Test-run Mode will start. FILEID=%s, TTMODE=%d T
TRCVOMIT=%d TTSNDJOB=%d TTSNDRCVLOG=%d
Message Level:

I

I3032019 MSG=Speed priority mode cannot be used.
Message Level:
Measure:

I
Unable to use the Transfer Speed Priority Mode. Check the Framed Message Transfer Type and the
version of the receiving host.

W3003001 MSG=Send queue is not found. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

W

W3005003 MSG=Autoretry resend. RETRYCNT=%d FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

W

W3005004 MSG=Delete send queue. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

W

W3012001 MSG=Delete send queue. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

W

W3017001 MSG=File information does not match the file information at the receiving side. Sta
rt transfer from the beginning.
Message Level:

W
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W3019006 MSG=Socket connect error. RETRYCNT=%d RETRYTIME=%d FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

W

W3019007 MSG=An error occurred because the number of connections exceeded the maximum. RETRY
CNT=%d RETRYTIME=%d FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

W

W3020004 MSG=The code converting side has been switched to the receiving host because the se
nding host does not implement the code conversion between the specified encoding sc
hemes. The result of the code conversion now depends on the settings on the receivi
ng side.
Message Level:

W

W3021001 MSG=Send file truncate error. FILENAME=%s FILEID=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W3021002 MSG=Send file remove error. FILENAME=%s FILEID=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W3021005 MSG=Send end. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s FILENAME=%s STS=%hd STSMSG=%s DSTS=%hd DSTSMSG=
%s
Message Level:

W

W3021011 MSG=Failed to unlock networked send file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

W

W3021013 MSG=Transfer in Test-run Mode was terminated unsuccessfully. FILEID=%s, TTMODE=%d T
TRCVOMIT=%d TTSNDJOB=%d TTSNDRCVLOG=%d STS=%hd STSMSG=%s DSTS=%hd DSTSMSG=%s
Message Level:

W

W3024003 MSG=Failed in setting of the Exclusive Control file deletion processing. FILEID=%s
STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W3024010 MSG=Failed in the deletion processing of the Exclusive Control file.
Message Level:

W

W3025007 MSG=HULFT7 communication mode is not available, when you transfer in Test-run Mode.
FILEID=%s, VERSION=%02d TTMODE=%d TTRCVOMIT=%d TTSNDJOB=%d TTSNDRCVLOG=%d
Message Level:

W

W3025009 MSG=HULFT7 communication mode is not available, when you transfer in Test-run Mode.
FILEID=%s, VERSION=%02d TTMODE=%d TTRCVOMIT=%d TTSNDJOB=%d TTSNDRCVLOG=%d
Message Level:

W

W3026001 MSG=The specification for the following parameters is disabled, because the remote
host does not support the Long Message. PARAM=%s VALUE=%s VERSION=%d
Message Level:

W

W3028002 MSG=SAN(FAL) Cannot load shared-library. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W
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W3028003 MSG=SAN(FAL) Dataset open error. API-STS=%d VSN=%s DSN=%s
Message Level:

W

W3030003 MSG=The code converting side has been switched to the sending host because the rece
iving host does not implement the code conversion between the specified encoding sc
hemes. The result of the code conversion now depends on the settings on the sending
side.
Message Level:

W

W3032018 MSG=Change to LAN Transfer
Message Level:

W

W3037002 MSG=The request was not issued, because HULFT Script had not started.
Message Level:

W

E3001001 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E3001002 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E3001003 MSG=Write unsendfile error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3002001 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E3004001 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E3005001 MSG=Observe send error (SYNC: Client already exited).
Message Level:

E

E3005002 MSG=Observe send error (SYNC). STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E3006001 MSG=Process fork error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the memory usage and the number of processes.

E3007001 MSG=Send management information is not found. FILEID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the relevant record is registered in the Send Management Information.
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E3007002 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s FMTID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.

E3007003 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s JOBID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.

E3007004 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s JOBID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.

E3007006 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.

E3007007 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s TGRPID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.

E3007008 MSG=Host information registered in the Transfer Group Information is not found. TGR
PID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the host registered in the Transfer Group Information is registered in the Host Information.

E3008002 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E3008003 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s
Message Level:

E

E3008004 MSG=Socket read size error. IPADDRESS=%s DATASIZE=%d/%d
Message Level:

E

E3009001 MSG=Host Information file read error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3010001 MSG=Send status file open error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.
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E3010002 MSG=Process fork error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the memory usage and the number of processes.

E3010003 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E3010004 MSG=hulsndd daemon already exists.
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the Send daemon is already started with the ps command. Also, check the permission of the
Send Control file (sddsendlist.dat).

E3010005 MSG=Send daemon pid file lock error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system and take measures. Also, check the
permission of the directory set to the Pid File Generation Path (piddir) in the System Environment
Settings.

E3010008 MSG=Send daemon pid file write error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3010009 MSG=hulsndd daemon already exists.
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the Send daemon is already started with the ps command. Also, check the permission of the
Send Control file (sddsendlist.dat).

E3010010 MSG=Send daemon pid file open error. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system and take measures. Also, check the
permission of the directory set to the Pid File Generation Path (piddir) in the System Environment
Settings.

E3010011 MSG=hulsndd end. SIGNUM=%d
Message Level:

E

E3010012 MSG=Send daemon pid file delete error. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3011005 MSG=hulsndd end.
Message Level:

E

E3013001 MSG=Send status file read error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.
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E3013003 MSG=Send status file read error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3013004 MSG=Send status file write error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3013005 MSG=Send status file read error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3013006 MSG=Send status file truncate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3013007 MSG=Send status file open error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3013008 MSG=Send status file read error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3013011 MSG=Send status file read error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3013012 MSG=Send status file truncate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3014001 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E3015024 REPLY=Send (from HULADMIN) CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015026 REPLY=Resend with checkpoint (from HULADMIN) CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015028 REPLY=Resend (from HULADMIN) CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015030 REPLY=Send CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E
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E3015032 REPLY=Resend with checkpoint CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015034 REPLY=Send (from obs) CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015036 REPLY=Resend with checkpoint (from obs) CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015038 REPLY=Queue delete CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015040 REPLY=Queue change CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015042 REPLY=Unsending queue delete CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015046 REPLY=Exit daemon CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015048 REPLY=Resend CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015050 REPLY=Resend (from obs) CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015052 REPLY=Resend record delete CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015054 REPLY=Alive check CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015056 REPLY=System environment query CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015058 REPLY=System environment resetting CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3015060 REPLY=Exit daemon (from hulclustersnd) CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3016001 MSG=Observe send error (Client already exited).
Message Level:

E

E3018001 MSG=Failed in the initialization of the encryption exit routine. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.
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E3018002 MSG=Unable to transfer the file because Forced Strong Key mode is off on the remote
host. Enabling Forced Strong Key mode is required on both side. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=
%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check either of the following conditions are met:
l The remote host runs HULFT lower than Ver.8.4.
l The product of the remote host is a No Encryption.
l Forced Strong Key mode on the remote host is off.

E3019001 MSG=Retry count exceeded. FILEID=%s RETRYCNT=%d HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

E

E3019002 MSG=Socket option error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E3019004 MSG=Send status file write error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3019005 MSG=Send status file write error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3020001 MSG=Format convert error. FILEID=%s FMTID=%s ITEMTYPE=%c
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the Format Information is correctly set.

E3020002 MSG=Format convert error. FILEID=%s FMTID=%s ITEMTYPE=%c
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the Format Information is correctly set.

E3020003 MSG=Format convert error. FILEID=%s FMTID=%s ITEMTYPE=%c
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the Format Information is correctly set.

E3021003 MSG=Send status file write error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3021004 MSG=Process fork error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the memory usage and the number of processes.

E3021008 MSG=Send end. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s FILENAME=%s STS=%hd STSMSG=%s DSTS=%hd DSTSMSG=
%s
Message Level:

E
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E3021014 MSG=Send file delete error. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3023001 MSG=Socket option error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E3024001 MSG=Send status file read error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3024004 MSG=Send file size error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

E

E3024005 MSG=Send file open error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3024006 MSG=Send file open error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3024007 MSG=Failed to lock networked send file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

E

E3024009 MSG=Send file open error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3024011 MSG=Combination Error of the Code Set for Transfer. MYCODESET=%c YOURCODESET=%c
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the following combination of code sets are supported.
1. The remote host's code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (KCODETYPE) in the Host
Information
2. The code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (cs4trnsfr) in the System Environment Settings

E3024013 MSG=Combination Error with EBCDIC Set. CS4TRNSFR=%c EBCDICSET=%c
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the following combination of code sets are supported.
1. The code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (KCODETYPE)
2. EBCDIC Set specified in the Send or Receive Management Information

E3025002 MSG=An error occurred because the number of connections exceeded the maximum. FILEI
D=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Increase the value of Receive Process Multiplex Level of the receiving host, or wait for a while and then
transfer again.
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E3025003 MSG=Failed in the termination of the encryption exit routine. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3025004 MSG=Send status file write error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3025005 MSG=Received data is broken.
Message Level:

E

E3025010 MSG=Received data is broken.
Message Level:

E

E3025011 MSG=The instant transfer will be terminated because the product version of the rece
iving host is not a version that can perform an instant transfer.
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Perform either of the following:
1. Check whether the version running on the remote host supports instant transfer.
2. The file transfer fails if File ID is set to "_INSTANT_TRANSFER_". Use a different ID if that is the
case.

E3025012 MSG=Unable to transfer the file because Use HULFT7 Comm. mode is enabled in the Hos
t Information. To use Forced Strong Key mode, disable Use HULFT7 Comm. mode. FILEID
=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check either of the following conditions are met:
l The remote host runs HULFT lower than Ver.8.4.
l The product of the remote host is a No Encryption.
l Forced Strong Key mode on the remote host is off.

E3025013 MSG=Unable to transfer the file because Forced Strong Key mode is off on the remote
host. Enabling Forced Strong Key mode is required on both side. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=
%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check either of the following conditions are met:
l The remote host runs HULFT lower than Ver.8.4.
l The product of the remote host is a No Encryption.
l Forced Strong Key mode on the remote host is off.

E3027001 MSG=An error occurred because the number of connections exceeded the maximum. FILEI
D=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Increase the value of Receive Process Multiplex Level of the receiving host, or wait for a while and then
transfer again.

E3027004 MSG=Communication error. Unable to send the parameter to the remote host. The remot
e host is in a lower version of HULFT, which supports shorter parameter only. PARAM
=%s VALUE=%s VERSION=%d
Message Level:

E
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E3027006 MSG=Communication error. Unable to send the parameter to the remote host. The remot
e host is in a lower version of HULFT, which supports shorter parameter only. PARAM
=%s VALUE=%s
Message Level:

E

E3029001 MSG=Unknown protocol.
Message Level:
Measure:

E
An error occurred while receiving the data, or incorrect data might have been received. Transfer the
data again.

E3029002 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E3031001 MSG=Failed in the processing of the encryption exit routine. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3032001 MSG=Socket timeout. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that there is no line fault, and the value for Socket Timeout is sufficient.

E3032002 MSG=Sending host is LAN-Version. HOSTNAME=%s FILEID=%s STS=%d DSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3032003 MSG=Receiving HULFT version is Ver.4 or lower. HOSTNAME=%s FILEID=%s STS=%d DSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3032005 MSG=Receiving host is LAN-Version. HOSTNAME=%s FILEID=%s STS=%d DSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E3032020 MSG=Failed in the processing of the encryption exit routine. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3032021 MSG=Failed in the processing of the DEFLATE routine.
Message Level:

E

E3032022 MSG=Failed in the processing of the DEFLATE routine.
Message Level:

E

E3032023 MSG=Send file seek error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3032024 MSG=Send file read error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.
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E3032025 MSG=Data length too long. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s LENGTH=%d
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There is an error in the data size of the Send file. Check the Send file. In text transfer, the maximum byte
size per record (one line before a linefeed) is 32768.

E3032026 MSG=Send file read error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3032027 MSG=Custom character convert error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Input data includes data that has not been registered in the custom character table. Register the data
in the custom character table, or check the data contents.

E3032028 MSG=Code convert error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the setting of Kanji Code Type (knjcode) and Standard for Japanese (jistype) in the System
Environment Settings, and the specification of the Kanji Code Type (KCODETYPE) and Standard for
Japanese (JISYEAR) in the Host Information.

E3032029 MSG=Data length too long. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s LENGTH=%d
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There is an error in the data size of the Send file. Check the Send file. In text transfer, the maximum byte
size per record (one line before a line break) is 32768.

E3032030 MSG=Send file read error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3032031 MSG=Send file read error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3032032 MSG=Send file read error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3032033 MSG=Send file read error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3032034 MSG=Format Information file open error. FILEID=%s FMTID=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.
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E3032035 MSG=Format Information is not found. FILEID=%s FMTID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the Format Information is correctly registered.

E3032036 MSG=Socket timeout. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s SOCKTIME=%d
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that there is no line fault, and the value for Socket Timeout is sufficient.

E3032037 MSG=Send status file write error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3032038 MSG=Receiving host error. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s STS=%d
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code in the Receive Log of the receiving host and take appropriate measures. Then, reexecute.

E3032039 MSG=Failed in the processing of the DEFLATE routine.
Message Level:

E

E3034001 MSG=Multi Format Information file read error. FILEID=%s MFMTID=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3035001 MSG=Connect version error. VERSION=%6.6s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
The version of the product at the connection destination is not supported. Check the supported
version.

E3035002 MSG=Proxy connect error. STS=%d DSTS=%d FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
HULFT-HUB Server has notified the error. As the error code of HULFT-HUB Server has been set in the
Detail Code. Refer to the description of the error on the side of HULFT-HUB Server.

E3035003 MSG=Unknown protocol.
Message Level:
Measure:

E
An error occurred while receiving the data, or incorrect data might have been received. Transfer the
data again.

E3036001 MSG=Send daemon pid file delete error. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E3037001 MSG=Failed to issue a request to HULFT Script. HTTPSTS=%d
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the HTTP status code and take measures.
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E3037003 MSG=Failed to issue a request to HULFT Script.
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the setting of HULFT Script Port No.

E3037004 MSG=An error occurred while writing to the Send Log file. HOSTNAME=%s FILEID=%s STS
=%d DSTS=%d STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.
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(3) Output Message upon Receiving
I1001001 REQUEST=Exit daemon (from hulclusterrcv) TYPE=force exit
Message Level:

I

I1001002 REQUEST=Exit daemon (from hulclusterrcv) TYPE=term exit
Message Level:

I

I1001004 REPLY=Exit daemon (from hulclusterrcv)
Message Level:

I

I1001005 REQUEST=Exit daemon (from hulclusterrcv) TYPE=force exit
Message Level:

I

I1001006 MSG=hulrcvd end.
Message Level:

I

I1001009 REQUEST=Request message for cancelling receiving.
Message Level:

I

I1001010 REPLY=Request message for cancelling receiving. REQUESTED_COUNT=%d, CANCELED_COUNT=
%d
Message Level:

I

I1002001 REQUEST=System environment resetting FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I1002002 REPLY=System environment resetting
Message Level:

I

I1003001 REQUEST=System environment query TYPE=Query All FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I1003002 REQUEST=System environment query TYPE=Query enable set only FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I1003004 REPLY=System environment query
Message Level:

I

I1005003 MSG=Lock networked receive work file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I1005010 MSG=Lock networked receive backup file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I1005013 MSG=Lock networked receive file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I1005015 MSG=Unlock networked receive file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I
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I1005017 MSG=Unlock networked receive work file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I1005019 MSG=Unlock networked receive backup file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I1006002 MSG=Recv end. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s FILENAME=%s STS=%hd STSMSG=%s DSTS=%hd DSTSMSG=
%s
Message Level:

I

I1006007 MSG=CSV exec start. FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I1006009 MSG=CSV exec end. FILEID=%s
Message Level:

I

I1006012 MSG=Transfer in Test-run Mode is complete. FILEID=%s, TTMODE=%d TTRCVFILOUTPUT=%d T
TRCVJOB=%d TTSNDRCVLOG=%d
Message Level:

I

I1008001 REQUEST=Alive check
Message Level:

I

I1008002 REPLY=Alive check
Message Level:

I

I1010002 MSG=Recv start. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s TRANSTYPE=%c IPADDRESS=%s VERSION=%02d
Message Level:

I

I1012007 MSG=Performed autoconfiguration of the EBCDIC Set. EBCDICSET=%c
Message Level:

I

I1013002 MSG=Recv start. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s TRANSTYPE=%c IPADDRESS=%s VERSION=%02d
Message Level:

I

I1013014 MSG=Checking transfer operation in Test-run Mode will start. FILEID=%s, TTMODE=%d T
TRCVFILOUTPUT=%d TTRCVJOB=%d TTSNDRCVLOG=%d
Message Level:

I

I1013016 MSG=Performed autoconfiguration of the EBCDIC Set. EBCDICSET=%c
Message Level:

I

I1013019 MSG=A Send File request (for instant transfer) has been accepted. The processing co
ntinues in accordance with the allowance/denial settings.
Message Level:

I

I1015003 MSG=hulrcvd start (from hulclusterrcv -endwait).
Message Level:

I

I1015004 MSG=hulrcvd start (from hulclusterrcv).
Message Level:

I
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I1015005 MSG=hulrcvd start.
Message Level:

I

I1015007 REQUEST=Exit daemon
Message Level:

I

I1015008 REPLY=Exit daemon
Message Level:

I

I1015009 MSG=hulrcvd end.
Message Level:

I

W1005001 MSG=Failed in setting of the Exclusive Control file deletion processing. FILEID=%s
STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W1005016 MSG=Failed to unlock networked receive file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

W

W1005018 MSG=Failed to unlock networked receive work file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

W

W1005020 MSG=Failed to unlock networked receive backup file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

W

W1005021 MSG=Failed in the deletion processing of the Exclusive Control file.
Message Level:

W

W1005022 MSG=Failed to unlink the receive generation temporary file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W1005024 MSG=Failed to unlink the receive generation temporary file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W1005025 MSG=Failed to move the Receive file. from=%s to=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W1006011 MSG=Transfer in Test-run Mode was terminated unsuccessfully. FILEID=%s, TTMODE=%d T
TRCVFILOUTPUT=%d TTRCVJOB=%d TTSNDRCVLOG=%d STS=%hd STSMSG=%s DSTS=%hd DSTSMSG=%s
Message Level:

W

W1006013 MSG=Failed to unlink the receive generation temporary file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W1006014 MSG=Failed to unlink the receive temporary file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W1006015 MSG=Failed to unlink the receive temporary file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W
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W1006016 MSG=Failed to unlink the receive format file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W1006017 MSG=Failed to unlink the receive file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W1006018 MSG=Failed to unlink the receive file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W1006019 MSG=Failed to move the Receive file. from=%s to=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W1007001 MSG=File information does not match the file information at the sending side. FILEI
D=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

W

W1007002 MSG=Failed to get the state of receive file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

W

W1011002 MSG=Change to LAN Transfer
Message Level:

W

W1011004 MSG=Change to LAN Transfer
Message Level:

W

W1011006 MSG=Change to LAN Transfer
Message Level:

W

W1011008 MSG=Change to LAN Transfer
Message Level:

W

W1012003 MSG=A cipher key is not set up. FILEID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

W
Check that a value is set in Cipher Key (PASSWORD) in the Receive Management Information.

W1012005 MSG=HULFT7 communication mode is not available, when you transfer in Test-run Mode.
FILEID=%s TTMODE=%d TTRCVFILOUTPUT=%d TTRCVJOB=%d TTSNDRCVLOG=%d
Message Level:

W

W1013008 MSG=A cipher key is not set up. FILEID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

W
Check that a value is set in Cipher Key (PASSWORD) in the Receive Management Information.

W1016001 MSG=Change to LAN Transfer
Message Level:

W

W1020001 MSG=Failed to unlink the receive file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W
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W1020002 MSG=Failed to move the Receive file. from=%s to=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W1020003 MSG=Failed to unlink the receive file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W1020004 MSG=Failed to unlink the receive file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

W

W1021002 MSG=The request was not issued, because HULFT Script had not started.
Message Level:

W

E1001003 MSG=Unknown protocol.
Message Level:
Measure:

E
An error occurred while receiving the data, or incorrect data might have been received. Transfer the
data again.

E1001007 MSG=hulrcvd process received signal. PID=%d SIGNUM=%d
Message Level:

E

E1001008 MSG=hulrcvd process abnormal end. PID=%d
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check log records in the Receive Log.

E1002003 REPLY=System environment resetting CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E1003003 REPLY=System environment query CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E1004001 MSG=Receive file size mismatch. FILEID=%s FILESIZE=%llu
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents and attributes of the Send file and the Receive file.

E1004002 MSG=Receive file record mismatch. FILEID=%s RECCNT=%llu
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents and attributes of the Send file and the Receive file.

E1005002 MSG=Failed to lock networked receive work file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

E

E1005004 MSG=Receive file open error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E1005005 MSG=Receive work file fsync error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E1005006 MSG=Receive file fsync error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E
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E1005007 MSG=Receive file fsync error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E1005008 MSG=Receive file open error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E1005009 MSG=Failed to lock networked receive backup file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

E

E1005011 MSG=Receive file already exist. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Delete the file, or set Registration Mode to 'R: Replace' or 'M: Append' in the Receive Management
Information.

E1005012 MSG=Failed to lock networked receive file. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

E

E1005014 MSG=Receive file lock error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E1005023 MSG=Failed to move the Receive file. from=%s to=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E1005026 MSG=Failed to move the file. from=%s to=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E1005027 MSG=Failed to move the file. from=%s to=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E1005028 MSG=Failed to copy the file. from=%s to=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E1006001 MSG=Recv end. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s FILENAME=%s STS=%hd STSMSG=%s DSTS=%hd DSTSMSG=
%s
Message Level:

E

E1006003 MSG=Failed in the termination of the encryption exit routine. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E1006004 MSG=Job timeout. FILEID=%s JOBID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Increase the setting of Job Timeout (jobwtimeout) in the System Environment Settings.
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E1006005 MSG=Memory allocate error. FILEID=%s JOBID=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E1006006 MSG=Job exec end. FILEID=%s JOBID=%s JOBSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E1006008 MSG=CSV exec error. FILEID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the contents of the CSV Environment Settings file (hulcsv.info) and the Format Information
are set correctly and that the data is correct.

E1006010 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E1007003 MSG=Failed in the processing of the encryption exit routine. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E1008004 MSG=Unable to transfer the file because Forced Strong Key mode is off on the remote
host. Enabling Forced Strong Key mode is required on both side. IPADDRESS=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check either of the following conditions are met:
l The remote host runs HULFT lower than Ver.8.4.
l The product of the remote host is a No Encryption.
l Forced Strong Key mode on the remote host is off.

E1009001 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.

E1009002 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s TGRPID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.

E1009003 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s JOBID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.

E1009004 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s JOBID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.
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E1010001 MSG=An error occurred because the number of connections exceeded the maximum. STS=%
d
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Increase the value of Receive Process Multiplex Level (rcvpsnum) in the System Environment Settings,
or transfer again after a while.

E1010003 MSG=Receive status file open error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E1010004 MSG=Unable to transfer the file because Forced Strong Key mode is off on the remote
host. Enabling Forced Strong Key mode is required on both side. FILEID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check either of the following conditions are met:
l The remote host runs HULFT lower than Ver.8.4.
l The product of the remote host is a No Encryption.
l Forced Strong Key mode on the remote host is off.

E1011003 MSG=Cannot allocate memory. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E1011005 MSG=Cannot allocate memory. STRERROR=%s.
Message Level:

E

E1012001 MSG=Verify version error (less than 7). VERSION=%02d FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

E

E1012002 MSG=Failed in the initialization of the encryption exit routine. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E1012004 MSG=Transfer group information is not found. FILEID=%s TGRPID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the Transfer Group Information is correctly registered.

E1012006 MSG=Combination Error of the Code Set for Transfer. MYCODESET=%c YOURCODESET=%c
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the following combination of code sets are supported.
1. The remote host's code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (KCODETYPE) in the Host
Information
2. The code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (cs4trnsfr) in the System Environment Settings

E1012008 MSG=Combination Error with EBCDIC Set. CS4TRNSFR=%c EBCDICSET=%c
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the following combination of code sets are supported.
1. The code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (KCODETYPE)
2. EBCDIC Set specified in the Send or Receive Management Information
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E1013001 MSG=An error occurred because the number of connections exceeded the maximum. STS=%
d
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Increase the value of Receive Process Multiplex Level (rcvpsnum) in the System Environment Settings,
or transfer again after a while.

E1013003 MSG=Received data is broken.
Message Level:

E

E1013004 MSG=Receive status file open error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E1013005 MSG=Failed in the initialization of the DEFLATE routine.
Message Level:

E

E1013006 MSG=Failed in the initialization of the DEFLATE routine.
Message Level:

E

E1013007 MSG=Failed in the initialization of the encryption exit routine. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E1013010 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.

E1013011 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s TGRPID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.

E1013012 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s JOBID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.

E1013013 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s JOBID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.
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E1013015 MSG=Combination Error of the Code Set for Transfer. MYCODESET=%c YOURCODESET=%c
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the following combination of code sets are supported.
1. The remote host's code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (KCODETYPE) in the Host
Information
2. The code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (cs4trnsfr) in the System Environment Settings

E1013017 MSG=Combination Error with EBCDIC Set. CS4TRNSFR=%c EBCDICSET=%c
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the following combination of code sets are supported.
1. The code set specified for Code Set for Transfer (KCODETYPE)
2. EBCDIC Set specified in the Send or Receive Management Information

E1013018 MSG=The instant transfer request from the sending host was denied during the receiv
e processing. HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check whether the request from the sending host is correct. If correct, take any of the following
measures:
1. If the sending host is not registered in the Host Information, register its information.
2. If the sending host is registered in the Host Information, change the allowance/denial settings
for the host in the Host Information.

E1013020 MSG=The instant transfer request from the sending host was denied during the receiv
e processing. (insttransroot=%s, rcvloc=%s)
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the request from the sending-side host is correct. If it is correct, check whether the
directory path that is specified as Instant Transfer Receive Root Directory in the System Environment
Settings actually exists.

E1014001 MSG=Process fork error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the memory usage and the number of processes.

E1014002 MSG=hulrcvd end. SIGNUM=%d
Message Level:

E

E1014003 MSG=hulrcvd process received signal. PID=%d SIGNUM=%d
Message Level:

E

E1014004 MSG=hulrcvd process abnormal end. PID=%d
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check log records in the Receive Log.

E1014005 MSG=Signal received in CSV processing. STS=%d FILEID=%s
Message Level:

E

E1014006 MSG=Signal received in job processing. STS=%d FILEID=%s JOBID=%s
Message Level:

E
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E1015006 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E1015010 MSG=Receive status file read error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E1015011 MSG=Receive status file truncate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E1017001 MSG=Socket closed. FILEID=%s
Message Level:

E

E1018001 MSG=Verify version error. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

E

E1018002 MSG=Verify error. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

E

E1018003 MSG=Verify error. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

E

E1018004 MSG=Failed in the processing of the encryption exit routine. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E1018005 MSG=Failed to inflate the target file. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

E

E1018006 MSG=Unable to transfer the file because Forced Strong Key mode is off on the remote
host. Enabling Forced Strong Key mode is required on both side. FILEID=%s HOSTNAME=
%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check either of the following conditions are met:
l The remote host runs HULFT lower than Ver.8.4.
l The product of the remote host is a No Encryption.
l Forced Strong Key mode on the remote host is off.

E1019001 MSG=Receiving in XML format is unavailable.
Message Level:

E

E1021001 MSG=Failed to issue a request to HULFT Script. HTTPSTS=%d
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the HTTP status code and take measures.
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E1021003 MSG=Failed to issue a request to HULFT Script.
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the settings of HULFT Script Port No.

E1021004 MSG=An error occurred while writing to the Receive Log file. HOSTNAME=%s FILEID=%s
STS=%d DSTS=%d STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.
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(4) Output Message upon the Request Acknowledge
I2001001 REQUEST=Exit daemon (from hulclusterobs) TYPE=force exit
Message Level:

I

I2001002 REQUEST=Exit daemon (from hulclusterobs) TYPE=term exit
Message Level:

I

I2001004 REPLY=Exit daemon (from hulclusterobs)
Message Level:

I

I2001005 REQUEST=Exit daemon (from hulclusterobs) TYPE=force exit
Message Level:

I

I2001006 MSG=hulobsd end.
Message Level:

I

I2002002 REQUEST=Exit daemon
Message Level:

I

I2002003 REPLY=Exit daemon
Message Level:

I

I2002004 MSG=hulobsd end.
Message Level:

I

I2003001 REQUEST=System environment query TYPE=Query All FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I2003002 REQUEST=System environment query TYPE=Query enable set only FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I2003004 REPLY=System environment query
Message Level:

I

I2004001 REQUEST=System environment resetting FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I2004002 REPLY=System environment resetting
Message Level:

I

I2006014 MSG=Start to check file occupancy.
Message Level:

I

I2006016 MSG=Job execution process is started. TRGID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I2006018 MSG=Job exec start. JOBID=%s EXECJOB=%s
Message Level:

I
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I2006020 MSG=Job exec end. JOBID=%s EXECJOB=%s JOBSTS=%d
Message Level:

I

I2006024 MSG=Job execution process ended. TRGID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I2006026 MSG=File trigger event was detected. EVENT=%s TRGID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I2006036 REQUEST=Exit file trigger process
Message Level:

I

I2006037 REQUEST=Reload file trigger information
Message Level:

I

I2006039 REPLY=Exit file trigger process
Message Level:

I

I2006040 REPLY=Reload file trigger information CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

I

I2006041 REPLY=Reload file trigger information (sync) CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

I

I2006042 MSG=File trigger information does not exist. File trigger process stopped.
Message Level:

I

I2008001 REQUEST=Alive check
Message Level:

I

I2008002 REPLY=Alive check
Message Level:

I

I2008003 MSG=Service accepted. SERVICE=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I2008007 MSG=Service accepted. SERVICE=%s HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:

I

I2008010 MSG=A request (%s) from an unregistered host has been accepted. The processing cont
inues in accordance with the allowance/denial settings.
Message Level:

I

I2009005 MSG=hulobsd start (from hulclusterobs -endwait).
Message Level:

I

I2009006 MSG=hulobsd start (from hulclusterobs).
Message Level:

I

I2009007 MSG=hulobsd start.
Message Level:

I
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I2010002 MSG=Service end. STS=%d DSTS=%d SERVICE=%s
Message Level:

I

I2011005 MSG=Job exec start. JOBID=%s EXECJOB=%s
Message Level:

I

I2011006 MSG=Job exec end. JOBID=%s EXECJOB=%s JOBSTS=%d
Message Level:

I

I2013002 MSG=The specified directory has been created successfully. PATH=%s
Message Level:

I

I2013004 MSG=The specified directory has been deleted successfully. PATH=%s
Message Level:

I

I2013006 MSG=The specified file has been deleted successfully. FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

I

W2006015 MSG=Cannot check file occupancy. The job is not executed. TRGID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

W

W2006017 MSG=Job information is not found. JOBID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

W
Check that the relevant record is registered in the Job Information.

W2006021 MSG=Job exec end. JOBID=%s EXECJOB=%s JOBSTS=%d
Message Level:

W

W2006025 MSG=It does not agree to the monitor condition. The job is not executed. TRGID=%s F
ILENAME=%s
Message Level:

W

W2006027 MSG=Job execution has not ended. Job execution is skipped. TRGID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

W

W2006031 MSG=File status process still active. TRGID=%s
Message Level:

W

W2009008 MSG=File trigger process is not executed (HULTRG not exist).
Message Level:

W

W2011007 MSG=Job exec end. JOBID=%s EXECJOB=%s JOBSTS=%d
Message Level:

W

W2011008 MSG=Observe Definition file data error.
Message Level:
Measure:

W
Check that the Observe Definition file (service.db) is configured correctly.

W2011010 MSG=Job exec force end.
Message Level:

W
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E2001003 MSG=Unknown protocol.
Message Level:
Measure:

E
An error occurred while receiving the data, or incorrect data might have been received. Transfer the
data again.

E2002001 MSG=Socket read error. IPADDRESS=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
There may be problems in the socket stream. Check the environment. Also, check that it is not
disconnected forcibly.

E2003003 REPLY=System environment query CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E2004003 REPLY=System environment resetting CMDSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E2005001 MSG=Process fork error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the memory usage and the number of processes.

E2006001 MSG=Failed to allocate file list. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E2006002 MSG=Failed to allocate the top of file list. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E2006005 MSG=Failed to get the state of file to be monitored. TRGID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=
%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Failed to acquire the status of the file to be monitored. Check the error code returned from the
operating system, and take measures.

E2006006 MSG=Name of the file to be monitored is too long. TRGID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Specify the name of the file to be monitored within 200 bytes.

E2006007 MSG=Failed to read the File Trigger Control file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Failed to read the File Trigger Control file (TriggerID.trgcntl.dat). Check the error code returned from
the operating system and take measures.

E2006008 MSG=Cannot lock the File Trigger Control file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Failed to lock the File Trigger Control file (TriggerID.trgcntl.dat). Check the error code returned from
the operating system and take measures.
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E2006009 MSG=Failed to write the File Trigger Control file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Failed to write to the File Trigger Control file (TriggerID.trgcntl.dat). Check the error code returned from
the operating system and take measures.

E2006010 MSG=Failed to allocate the top of trigger list. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E2006011 MSG=Failed to open the File Trigger Control file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Failed to open the File Trigger Control file (TriggerID.trgcntl.dat). Check the error code returned from
the operating system and take measures.

E2006012 MSG=Failed to write the File Trigger Control file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Failed to write to the File Trigger Control file (TriggerID.trgcntl.dat). Check the error code returned from
the operating system and take measures.

E2006013 MSG=Failed to reget the state of the file to be monitored. TRGID=%s FILENAME=%s STR
ERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Failed to acquire the status of the file to be monitored. Check the error code returned from the
operating system and take measures.

E2006019 MSG=Cannot fork job execute process. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Failed to create the child process. Check the error code returned from the operating system and take
measures.

E2006022 MSG=Job execution process timed out. TRGID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

E

E2006023 MSG=Job execution process ended. TRGID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:

E

E2006028 MSG=Starting job execution process failure. TRGID=%s FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Failed to create the child process. Check the error code returned from the operating system and take
measures.

E2006029 MSG=Failed to allocate new file list. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.
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E2006030 MSG=Failed to write the File Trigger Control file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Failed to write to the File Trigger Control file (TriggerID.trgcntl.dat). Check the error code returned from
the operating system and take measures.

E2006032 MSG=Cannot get state of file status process. TRGID=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Failed to acquire the status of the child process. Check the error code returned from the operating
system and take measures.

E2006033 MSG=File status process received signal. TRGID=%s SIGNUM=%d
Message Level:

E

E2006034 MSG=File status process abnormal end. TRGID=%s EXITCODE=%d
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the exit code and take measures.

E2006035 MSG=Cannot fork file status process. TRGID=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Failed to create the child process. Check the error code returned from the operating system and take
measures.

E2006038 MSG=File trigger process ended due to abnormal end of hulobsd.
Message Level:

E

E2006043 MSG=File trigger initialize error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Initialization of the File Trigger process failed. Check the error code returned from the operating system
and take measures.

E2006044 MSG=Cannot get output file name. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the Observe Definition file (service.db) is configured correctly. Check the error code
returned from the operating system and take measures.

E2006045 MSG=Cannot create a lock pipe (for file trigger process). STRERROR=%s
Message Level:

E

E2006046 MSG=Cannot create a request pipe (for file trigger process). STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E2006047 MSG=Cannot create an answer pipe (for file trigger process). STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.
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E2006048 MSG=Cannot create a sync answer pipe (for file trigger process). STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E2006049 MSG=Cannot specify HULPATH that is longer than 200 bytes (File Trigger). LENGTH=%d
Message Level:

E

E2006050 MSG=Failed to open the File Trigger Control file. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Failed to open the File Trigger Control file (TriggerID.trgcntl.dat). Check the error code returned from
the operating system and take measures.

E2006051 MSG=Error occurred when matching filename with regular expression. TRGID=%s(%s)
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the setting of File Name (FILENAME) in the File Trigger Information.

E2006052 MSG=Failed to open the directory. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E2006053 MSG=Failed to allocate file list. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E2007001 MSG=hulobsd end. SIGNUM=%d
Message Level:

E

E2007002 MSG=File trigger process end. SIGNUM=%d
Message Level:

E

E2007003 MSG=hulobsd process received signal. PID=%d SIGNUM=%d
Message Level:

E

E2007004 MSG=hulobsd process abnormal end. PID=%d
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check log records in the Observe Log.

E2007005 MSG=hulobsd process end. SIGNUM=%d
Message Level:

E

E2007006 MSG=hulobsd ended due to abnormal end of file trigger process. STS=%d
Message Level:

E

E2008004 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.
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E2008005 MSG=Received data is broken.
Message Level:

E

E2008006 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E2008008 MSG=Host Information file open error.
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E2008009 MSG=Host information is not found. HOSTNAME=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the host that issued the request is registered in the Host Information.

E2008011 MSG=The connection is refused because Forced Strong Key mode is off on the remote h
ost. Enabling Forced Strong Key mode is required on both side. IPADDRESS=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check either of the following conditions are met:
l The remote host runs HULFT lower than Ver.8.4.
l The product of the remote host is a No Encryption.
l Forced Strong Key mode on the remote host is off.

E2008012 MSG=The connection is refused because Forced Strong Key mode is off on the remote h
ost. Enabling Forced Strong Key mode is required on both side. SERVICE=%s HOSTNAME=
%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check either of the following conditions are met:
l The remote host runs HULFT lower than Ver.8.4.
l The product of the remote host is a No Encryption.
l Forced Strong Key mode on the remote host is off.

E2008013 MSG=The connection is refused because Forced Strong Key mode is off on the remote h
ost. Enabling Forced Strong Key mode is required on both side. SERVICE=%s HOSTNAME=
%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check either of the following conditions are met:
l The remote host runs HULFT lower than Ver.8.4.
l The product of the remote host is a No Encryption.
l Forced Strong Key mode on the remote host is off.

E2009001 MSG=Process fork error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the memory usage and the number of processes.

E2009009 MSG=Cannot initialize file trigger.
Message Level:

E
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E2009010 MSG=File trigger process fork error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Failed to create the child process. Check the error code returned from the operating system and take
measures.

E2010001 MSG=Service end. STS=%d DSTS=%d SERVICE=%s
Message Level:

E

E2010003 MSG=An error occurred while writing to the Observe Log file. HOSTNAME=%s SERVICE=%s
STS=%d DSTS=%d STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E2011001 MSG=Job timeout. JOBID=%s
Message Level:

E

E2011002 MSG=Memory allocate error. JOBID=%s
Message Level:

E

E2011003 MSG=Job information is not found. JOBID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the relevant record is registered in the Job Information.

E2011004 MSG=Process fork error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the memory usage and the number of processes.

E2011009 MSG=Process fork error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the memory usage and the number of processes.

E2012001 MSG=Send Management Information file open error.
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the error code returned from the operating system, and take measures.

E2012002 MSG=Send management information is not found. FILEID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the relevant record is registered in the Send Management Information.

E2012003 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s JOBID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.
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E2012004 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s JOBID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.

E2012005 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.

E2012006 MSG=Message replace error. FILEID=%s FILENAME=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the contents of the message and the field to be replaced. Check the length of the replaced
message does not exceed the field length limit.

E2012007 MSG=Job information is not found. JOBID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check that the relevant record is registered in the Job Information.

E2012008 MSG=Job timeout. FILEID=%s JOBID=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Increase the setting of Job Timeout (jobwtimeout) in the System Environment Settings.

E2012009 MSG=Memory allocate error. STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the environment. Terminate any unnecessary applications when the memory is insufficient.

E2012010 MSG=Job exec end. JOBID=%s JOBSTS=%d
Message Level:

E

E2013001 MSG=Failed to create the specified directory. PATH=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the specified directory.

E2013003 MSG=Failed to delete the specified directory. PATH=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the specified directory.

E2013005 MSG=Failed to delete the specified file. FILENAME=%s STRERROR=%s
Message Level:
Measure:

E
Check the specified file.
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3.3 Error message of operation log
The following are error messages output to the syslog of operating system when the output or switchover of the Operation Log
on HULFT has failed. When an error message is output to the syslog, PRIORITY is set to 'LOG_ERR.'
A HULFT Operation Log Open Error.
Description:
Measure:

Failed to access the Operation Log file.
An access error to the file occurred. Check the permission of HULPATH/opl and the state.

A HULFT Operation Log Directory Access Error
Description:
Measure:

Failed to access the directory for the Operation Log.
An access error to the directory for the Operation Log occurred. Check the presence, the permission, and
the state of HULPATH/opl. If necessary, create directory for the Operation Log, or change the permission.

A HULFT Operation Log Buffering Error
Description:
Measure:

Failed to acquire memory for the Operation Log.
Check the operating system environment.

A HULFT Operation Log Switchover Error
Description:
Measure:

Failed to switch over the Operation Log.
Check the permission of HULPATH/opl and the state. If necessary, change the settings, and re-execute the
attempt.

A HULFT Operation Log Write Error
Description:
Measure:

Failed to write to the Operation Log.
There may be problems in the file or operating system. Check the environment.
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3.4 Message log (old log)
3.4.1

Send daemon

(1) Send Start Time
Message (140 bytes per record (including line feed))
hulsndd: HOSTNAME=SUN1
FILEID=ID00001 DATE=2014/12/23

START TIME=11:22:00

HOSTNAME
Remote host name
68 alphanumeric characters (if less than 68 characters are used, the remaining digits are padded with space
codes)
FILE ID
File ID
8 alphanumeric characters (if less than 8 characters are used, the remaining digits are padded with space
codes)
DATE
Send start date
START TIME
Send start time

(2) Send End Time
Message (171 bytes per record (including line feed))
hulsndd: HOSTNAME=SUN1
FILEID=ID00001 DATE=2014/12/23
END TIME=11:22:33 RC=0000-0000

START TIME=11:22:00

HOSTNAME
Remote host name
68 alphanumeric characters (if less than 68 characters are used, the remaining digits are padded with space
codes)
FILE ID
File ID
8 alphanumeric characters (if less than 8 characters are used, the remaining digits are padded with space
codes)
DATE
Send end date
START TIME
Send start time
END TIME
Send end time
RC
Status code notified by the remote host
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(3) Post-send Job Startup
The following message is output when configuring settings for the startup of a Post-send Job, and the job cannot be
started due to a system error.
Message (159 bytes per record (including line feed))
hulsndd: HOSTNAME=SUN1
FILEID=ID00001 DATE=2014/12/23
JOB EXECTION ERROR

START TIME=11:22:00

HOSTNAME
Remote host name
68 alphanumeric characters (if less than 68 characters are used, the remaining digits are padded with space
codes)
FILE ID
File ID
8 alphanumeric characters (if less than 8 characters are used, the remaining digits are padded with space
codes)
DATE
Send start date
START TIME
Send start time

3.4.2

Receive daemon

(1) Receive Start Time
Message (140 bytes per record (including line feed))
hulrcvd: HOSTNAME=HP1
FILEID=ID00001 DATE=2014/12/23

START TIME=13:22:00

HOSTNAME
Remote host name
68 alphanumeric characters (if less than 68 characters are used, the remaining digits are padded with space
codes)
FILE ID
File ID
8 alphanumeric characters (if less than 8 characters are used, the remaining digits are padded with space
codes)
DATE
Receive start date
START TIME
Receive start time
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(2) Receive End Time
Message (171 bytes per record (including line feed))
hulrcvd: HOSTNAME=HP1
FILEID=ID00001 DATE=2014/12/23
END TIME=13:24:00 RC=0000-0000

START TIME=13:22:00

HOSTNAME
Remote host name
68 alphanumeric characters (if less than 68 characters are used, the remaining digits are padded with space
codes)
FILE ID
File ID
8 alphanumeric characters (if less than 8 characters are used, the remaining digits are padded with space
codes)
DATE
Receive end date
START TIME
Receive start time
END TIME
Receive end time
RC
Status code

(3) CSV Interface Start Time
Message (86 bytes per record (including line feed))
hulrcvd : FILEID=FMT DBID=CSV MODE=REP
DATE=2014/12/23 START TIME=13:23:00
FILE ID
File ID
8 alphanumeric characters (if less than 8 characters are used, the remaining digits are padded with space
codes)
DBID
Interface DBID
8 alphanumeric characters (if less than 8 characters are used, the remaining digits are padded with space
codes)
MODE
Registration mode
NEW:
REP:
MOD:

New Creation mode
Replace mode
Append mode

DATE
Receive start date
START TIME
Interface processing start time
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(4) CSV Interface End Time
Message (117 bytes per record (including line feed))
hulrcvd : FILEID=FMT
DBID=CSV
MODE=REP DATE=2014/12/23 START
TIME=13:23:00 END TIME=13:23:59 RC=0000-0000
FILE ID
File ID
8 alphanumeric characters (if less than 8 characters are used, the remaining digits are padded with space
codes)
DBID
Interface DBID
8 alphanumeric characters (if less than 8 characters are used, the remaining digits are padded with space
codes)
MODE
Registration mode
NEW:
REP:
MOD:

New Creation mode
Replace mode
Append mode

DATE
Receive start date
START TIME
Interface processing start time
END TIME
Interface processing end time
RC
Status code
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